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Abstract

Growth Curve Cognitive Diagnosis Models for Longitudinal Assessment

by

Seung Yeon Lee

Doctor of Philosophy in Education

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Sophia Rabe-Hesketh, Chair

This dissertation proposes longitudinal growth curve cognitive diagnosis models (GC-
CDM) to incorporate learning over time into the cognitive assessment framework. The
approach was motivated by higher-order latent trait models (de la Torre & Douglas, 2004),
which define a higher-order continuous latent trait that affects all the latent skills. The
higher-order latent trait can be viewed as the more broadly defined general ability; and the
skills can be viewed as the specific knowledge arising from the higher-order latent trait. GC-
CDMs trace changes in the higher-order latent traits over time by using latent growth curve
model with respondent-specific random intercept and random slope of time, and simultane-
ously trace students’ skill mastery through the CDM measurement model.

GC-CDMs are estimated using marginal maximum likelihood (MML) estimation in Mplus.
Relevant issues for estimating GC-CDMs are addressed, e.g., the high-dimensional compu-
tation problem, model specification for the relationship between the higher-order latent trait
and the multiple skills, and model identification. In simulation studies, we use the DINA
measurement model, and examine parameter recovery of the GC-DINA model under differing
conditions. Particularly, the effects of the design of the Q-matrix, the number of respondents
and the number of time points are discussed. Overall, MML estimation in Mplus shows good
parameter recovery; especially, the average growth, which is the parameter of most interest,
is well estimated in all conditions. We also illustrate the application of the GC-DINA model
to real data using two datasets from multi-wave experiments designed to assess the effects
of the Enhanced Anchored Instruction (EAI; Bottge et al., 2003) on mathematics achieve-
ment. In addition, the GC-DINA model is compared to the latent transition analysis DINA
model (LTA-DINA) (Li et al., 2016; Kaya & Leite, 2016) and a longitudinal item response
theory (IRT) model (Andersen, 1985) using a simulated data. The results suggest that the
GC-DINA model and the LTA-DINA model are similar in terms of the predicted skill mas-
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tery; and the GC-DINA model and the longitudinal IRT model are similar in terms of the
predicted higher-order latent trait.

Keywords: cognitive diagnosis models, higher-order latent trait models, item response mod-
els, latent growth curve models, latent transition models, longitudinal assessment, diagnostic
classification models, latent class analysis
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In educational measurement, psychometric models have been used to measure students’ la-
tent characteristics such as knowledge or aptitude. One well-known class of psychometric
models are item response theory (IRT) models. IRT models define students’ ability as con-
tinuous latent variables and have been used to order students on a continuum. Recently, cog-
nitive diagnosis models (CDM), alternatively called diagnostic classification models (DCM;
e.g., Rupp et al., 2010), have received increasing attention. CDMs define the target profi-
ciency as a set of multiple skills specified at a fine grain size. By examining students’ mastery
of these skills, the model provides diagnostic information for instruction and learning, i.e.,
students’ strengths and weaknesses in the domain.

Most CDMs treat responses as if they were from a single time point and do not account
for change in knowledge proficiency across time. Students’ skill knowledge, however, changes
over time as they learn and it is important to know their learning trajectories. For example,
students take periodic tests to prepare for high stakes exams in schools or students interact
with intelligent tutors on a daily basis to prepare for an end of unit exam. In addition,
pre-post tests can be administrated to evaluate educational treatments. By understanding
students’ learning over time, educators can monitor students’ progress toward learning goals
and decide what to adjust to achieve better learning; and students themselves can also be
informed on what they can and cannot and what they need to focus on next to reach their
goals. However, while there is an extensive literature on IRT-based longitudinal models,
little work has been done on extending CDMs for longitudinal settings.

In this dissertation, I propose a longitudinal CDM, “growth curve cognitive diagnosis
model” (GC-CDM). GC-CDMs were motivated by higher-order latent trait models (de la
Torre & Douglas, 2004), which define a higher-order continuous latent trait that affects all
the latent skills. The higher-order latent trait can be viewed as the more broadly defined
general ability associated with the fine grained skills. GC-CDMs trace changes in the higher-
order latent traits over time by using latent growth modeling for the higher order traits and
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simultaneously trace students’ skill mastery through the CDM measurement model.
The outline of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews commonly used psycho-

metric models (i.e., item response theory models, cognitive diagnosis models and dynamic
Bayesian networks) and their extension for analysis of longitudinal data. Chapter 3 in-
troduces our proposed method, GC-CDMs. The details of the modeling framework and
the estimation method are discussed. In Chapter 4, two simulation studies are discussed.
We particularly examine parameter recovery for the GC-CDM under various conditions.
Chapter 5 discusses application of GC-CDMs to two datasets from the Enhanced Anchored
Instruction (EAI; Bottge et al., 2003) project. In Chapter 6, different longitudinal psycho-
metric models are compared using a simulated data set from the GC-CDM. We end with a
conclusion in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review: Previous
Approaches to Longitudinal Modeling

In educational assessment, different types of psychometric models exist and there have been
increasing efforts to extend them for the analysis of longitudinal data. This chapter re-
views commonly used psychometric models and discusses existing longitudinal modeling ap-
proaches in each framework. In particular, item response theory models, cognitive diagnosis
models and Bayesian networks will be discussed.

2.1 Item Response Theory for Measuring Change in

Latent Ability

Item Response Theory (IRT) Models

Item response theory (IRT) is used to develop, score and analyze assessments that measure
respondents’ latent characteristics. In education, IRT has been widely used in large-scale
assessments measuring students’ ability. The main idea of IRT is the item response function
(IRF), which specifies the probability of a given response as a function of the student’s true
ability.

The simplest IRT model for binary responses (Y = 0 if the question or item has been
answered incorrectly and Y = 1 if it has been answered correctly) is the one-parameter
logistic (1PL) model with an item difficulty parameter for each item, most commonly known
as the Rasch (Rasch, 1961) model. Under the Rasch model, the probability that person j
with latent ability θj gives a correct response (Yij = 1) to item i with difficulty βi is

P(Yij = 1|θj) =
exp(θj − βi)

1 + exp(θj − βi)
. (2.1)
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The model with two item parameters, item difficulty and discrimination, is called the two-
parameter logistic (2PL) model (Birnbaum, 1968) and is defined as

P(Yij = 1|θj) =
exp{αi(θj − βi)}

1 + exp{αi(θj − βi)}
, (2.2)

where αi is the discrimination and βi is the difficulty of item i. The discrimination parameter
characterizes how well the item differentiates among persons who are at different ability
levels.

It is assumed that the responses to an item are independent of the responses to any
other item conditional on the person’s ability, which is referred to as local independence.
The joint probability of a response vector yj, given latent ability θj, can be expressed as

P(yj|θj) =
∏I

i=1 p
yij
ij {1− pij}1−yij , where pij = P(Yij = 1|θj) is defined in (2.1) and (2.2). In

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approaches, the item parameters, ξ, are assumed to
be fixed effects. The ability parameters, θ, can be considered as either fixed effects or random
effects, and different MLE methods have been used depending on the assumption on θ. The
joint maximum likelihood (JML) method assumes that the ability parameters are fixed effects
and the likelihood is jointly maximized with respect to item and ability parameters. The
conditional maximum likelihood (CML) method maximizes the conditional likelihood only
with respect to item parameters after conditioning on the sum score of respondents which
is a sufficient statistic for θj (Andersen, 1970). This approach works for the Rasch model
without the discrimination parameter. The ability parameters are then estimated based on
the estimated item parameters.

When the ability parameters are considered as random effects, assuming θj ∼ N(0, σ2),
the model can be viewed as a mixed effects logistic regression model (Rijmen et al., 2003)
and the marginal maximum likelihood (MML) approach is used. In this case, the ability
parameters are marginalized out of the likelihood function, and the marginal likelihood is
maximized with respect to item parameters and the variance parameter σ2. Then, the person
abilities are predicted using empirical Bayes techniques (Carlin & Louis, 2000). Unlike the
MLE approaches, Bayesian estimation methods place prior distributions on the parameters
of interest, β and σ. The prior distributions are updated by the observed data using Bayes’
Theorem and the updated distribution is referred to as posterior. The posterior distribution
is approximated by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). We can simultaneously estimate
both item and ability parameters based on the joint posterior distribution. More details
about estimation methods for IRT models are discussed in Baker & Kim (2004).

The basic IRT models (i.e., Rasch and 2PL) have been extended for more flexible model-
ing in various situations. The three-parameter logistic (3PL) model (Harris, 1989) introduces
the guessing parameter for each item to incorporate chance success on an item which may
occur in assessments with the multiple-choice or true/false response format. When test items
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are associated with more than one latent trait such as in personality assessments, multidi-
mensional IRT models (Van Der Linden & Hambleton, 1997) have been applied. Explanatory
IRT incorporates explanatory variables (e.g., item covariates, person covariates) to take into
account different characteristics among items and persons, such as why some items are more
difficult than others and why some students have higher abilities than others (De Boeck &
Wilson, 2004). For the situation in which the sample of respondents consists of several latent
sub-populations that are qualitatively different but an IRT measurement model holds within
each subgroup, mixture IRT models (Rost, 1990)—a combination of IRT and latent class
analysis (LCA)—has been developed.

IRT-based Longitudinal Models

Several studies have suggested IRT-based longitudinal models to measure individual differ-
ences in growth over time. Andersen (1985) proposed a multidimensional Rasch model for
the situation in which individuals are tested with the same set of items at two different time
points. Andersen’s model is

P(Yijt = 1|θjt) =
exp(θjt − βi)

1 + exp(θjt − βi)
,

where Yijt is the response of person j to item i at time t; θjt is the ability of person j at time
t; and βi is the difficulty of item i. The model assumes that the item difficulties are constant
across time. The item responses at each time-point are modeled with a unidimensional
Rasch model and the abilities are assumed to have a bivariate normal distribution with an
unstructured covariance matrix, i.e., the abilities are allowed to be correlated over time. The
individual growth can be estimated by calculating differences between time-specific predicted
abilities.

Similarly to Andersen’s model, Andrade & Tavares (2005) suggested a longitudinal IRT
model to measure individual abilities at T consecutive occasions. The model considers the
case where the different tests administered over time either have common items or different
sets of items. Assuming that the item parameters are known (e.g., the tests consist of
calibrated items on the same metric), the model can be expressed as

P(Yijt = 1|θjt) = ci + (1− ci)
exp{αi(θjt − βi)}

1 + exp{αi(θjt − βi)}
,

θj = (θj1, θj2, ..., θjT )T ∼MVNT (µ,Σ),

where Yijt, θjt and βi are defined as in Andersen’s model; αi and ci are discrimination
and guessing parameters of item i, respectively, of the 3PL model; and MVNT (µ,Σ) is
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the T -dimensional multivariate normal distribution with mean vector µ and unstructured
covariance matrix Σ.

Embretson (1991) proposed a multidimensional Rasch model for learning and change
(MRMLC). Embretson’s model reparameterizes Andersen’s model to provide a direct esti-
mate of change between two adjacent occasions. The model can be written as

P(Yijt = 1|θ∗j1, ..., θ∗jt) =
exp(

∑t
k=1 θ

∗
jk − βi)

1 + exp(
∑t

k=1 θ
∗
jk − βi)

,

where Yijt and βi are defined as in Andersen’s model; θ∗j1 = θj1 is the initial ability for person
j; and θ∗jt = θjt − θj(t−1) is the change between abilities at time t and t− 1 for person j.

Several studies have proposed longitudinal IRT models that incorporate a growth curve.
With a growth curve, the ability can be modeled as a smooth function of time, and the
number of occasions and their timing do not need to be the same across persons. For
example, Pastor & Beretvas (2006) suggested a linear growth model,

θjt = γj1 + γj2timejt + εjt,

where γj1 and γj2 are the random intercept and random slope which correspond to initial
ability (at timejt = 0) and growth rate respectively; (γj1, γj2)

T ∼ N(0,Σ); and there are
time-specific random effects εjt ∼ N(0, σ2

ε ).
Cho et al. (2010) introduced a longitudinal extension of mixture IRT models. They

combined a latent transition model (Graham et al., 1991) with a mixture Rasch model to
incorporate change in latent class membership over time. In the model, the latent class
patterns up to time T , hT , are modeled by a Markov chain that is stationary over time
points. The probability of hT = (g1, g2, ..., gT ), where gt denotes the class membership at
time t (t = 1, ..., T ), can be written as

P[hT = (g1, g2, ..., gT )] = P(g1)
T∏
t=2

P(gt|gt−1) = πg1

T∏
t=2

τ
(t−1)
gt|gt−1

,

where πg1 is the proportion of the population in latent class g1 at time 1 and τ
(t−1)
gt|gt−1

is the
transition probability from latent class gt−1 at time t−1 to latent class gt at time t. The model
assumes that the class membership at time t is only influenced by the class membership at
the previous time-point t−1. Within the latent class pattern hT , the probability that person
j responds correctly to item i of the instrument administered at time t can be written as

P(Yijt = 1|hT , θjthT ) =
exp(θjthT − βithT )

1 + exp(θjthT − βithT )
,

where θjthT is the ability of person j within the pattern hT and θjthT ∼ MVN(µhT ,ΣhT )
with mean vector µhT and covariance matrix ΣhT ; βithT is the difficulty of item i at time t
for the pattern hT and item parameter invariance across times is assumed.
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2.2 Cognitive Diagnosis Models for Assessing Change

in Mastery of Latent Skills

Cognitive Diagnosis Models

Cognitive diagnosis models (CDM) have been commonly used in formative assessments for
diagnostic purposes. In contrast to IRT where person ability is treated as continuous, CDMs
assume the presence or absence of multiple fine-grained skills (or attributes). The presence
and absence of skills are referred to as “mastery” and “non-mastery” respectively. A respon-
dent’s knowledge is represented by a binary vector, referred to as “skill profile”, to indicate
which skills have been mastered or have not.

CDMs can be compensatory or non-compensatory in terms of how the multiple skills
required by an item interact with each other. In compensatory models, mastery of one
skill can compensate for non-mastery of other skills. In non-compensatory models, however,
one skill cannot compensate for the lack of others. Non-compensatory models are sometimes
referred to as conjunctive models in that all skills associated with an item should be mastered
in order to have the required knowledge for the correct response.

The deterministic inputs, noisy “and” gate (DINA) model (Haertel, 1990; Junker &
Sijtsma, 2001) is a popular non-compensatory and conjunctive CDM. In the DINA model,
the probability of getting the item correct depends on whether or not the person possesses
all required skills. Specifying the model requires information about which skills are required
by each item. For this, we use a Q-matrix (Tatsuoka, 1985) which is an I ×K matrix where
qik = 1 if item i requires skill k and 0 if not. I is the number of items and K is the number
of skills in the assessment.

We also define a latent mastery indicator αjk for person j’s knowledge of skill k, where
αjk = 1 if person j has mastered skill k and 0 if he or she has not. The skill profile αj of
person j is a binary vector of length K that indicates whether or not the person has mastered
each of the K skills. Combining information on αj and the Q-matrix, a latent variable ξij
indicating whether person j has mastered all required skills for item i is defined as follows

ξij =
K∏
k=1

αqikjk .

However, ξij is not directly observed but only indirectly via the observed response Yij
which is subject to noise or misclassification. Specifically, the model allows for the probability
of slipping and guessing defined by

si = P(Yij = 0|ξij = 1),

gi = P(Yij = 1|ξij = 0).
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The slipping parameter (si) is the probability that person j responds incorrectly to item i
even if he or she has mastered all required skills (ξij = 1). The guessing parameter (gi) is
the probability that person j responds correctly to item i even if he or she has not mastered
all the required skills (ξij = 0).

The probability of a correct response of person j for item i, πij, is represented by the
DINA model as follows:

πij = P(Yij = 1|αj) = (1− si)ξijg
1−ξij
i . (2.3)

The deterministic inputs, noisy “or” gate (DINO) model (Templin & Henson, 2006) is
the compensatory analog to the DINA model. DINO assumes that a respondent has enough
knowledge required by an item if he or she has mastered at least one of the associated skills.
The latent variable ξij in DINO is defined by

ξij = 1−
K∏
k=1

(1− αjk)qik .

Just as in the DINA model, slipping and guessing processes are modeled at the item level
and the probability of a correct response to an item is modeled as in (2.3).

The DINA or DINO models determine the probability of item responses, Y , given the skill
mastery status, α, which corresponds to the measurement part of CDMs. After specifying
the measurement part of the model, we need to consider the probability distribution of
α = (α1, α2, ..., αK), which is the structural part of the model. Several different types of
structural models have been discussed for the joint probability distribution of skill mastery
across different skills (Maris, 1999; Rupp et al., 2010). The simplest structural model is the
independence model, which assumes the skill mastery indicators are independent of each
other: P(α1, ..., αK) =

∏K
k=1 P(αk). However, the independence assumption among skills

are not realistic in practice. Other structural models are unstructured, log-linear (Maris,
1999; Xu & Davier, 2008), unstructured tetrachoric (Hartz, 2002), and structured tetrachoric
models. One type of the structured tetrachoric model is the higher-order latent trait model
by de la Torre (2009), which assumes that the skill mastery indicators are conditionally
independent given the higher-order latent trait. More details of the higher-order latent trait
model will be discussed in Section 3.1.

In likelihood-based approaches, the item parameters (i.e., guessing and slipping) are often
estimated by marginal maximum likelihood. In the latent class modeling framework, each
skill profile can be viewed as a latent class and the marginalized likelihood of the data can be
expressed as L(y) =

∏J
j=1

∑C
c=1 νc

∏I
i=1 P(Yij = yij|αc), where αc is the attribute pattern

of latent class c and νc is the probability of membership in latent class c. The likelihood can
be maximized using an EM algorithm. Details of the algorithm for estimating parameters
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of the DINA model are discussed in de la Torre (2009). After the item parameters are
estimated, posterior skill mastery probabilities for each person and skill can be obtained by
empirical Bayes, and the skill profiles are then predicted by rounding these probabilities to
0/1 (i.e., choosing the mastery status with the greater posterior probability). In Bayesian
approaches, we assign prior distributions to the guessing and slipping parameters and both
item parameters and skill profiles are simultaneously estimated via MCMC.

A number of alternative types of CDMs have been proposed. The noisy input, deter-
ministic “And” gate (NIDA) model (Maris, 1999) is an extension of the DINA model but
specifies the slipping and guessing parameters at the skill level. The reparameterized unified
model (RUM) (Hartz, 2002; Roussos et al., 2007) is a generalization of the NIDA and DINA
models, allowing different slipping and guessing parameters at both the item and skill level.
Also, different general modeling frameworks have been suggested, e.g., general diagnostic
model (GDM) (Davier, 2005), log-linear CDM (LCDM) (Henson et al., 2009) and gener-
alized DINA (G-DINA) (de la Torre, 2011). Rupp et al. (2010) provides a comprehensive
discussion of the theory and application of CDMs.

Latent Transition Analysis Cognitive Diagnosis Models

Although CDMs have recently received increasing attention in educational measurement,
most CDMs are static models and there has been little previous work on longitudinal cogni-
tive diagnosis modeling.

In recent papers on CDM-based longitudinal models, latent transition analysis (LTA;
Collins & Wugalter, 1992) has been combined with a CDM to account for change in attribute
mastery over time (Li et al., 2016; Kaya & Leite, 2016). The LTA approaches specify four
growth transition probabilities: the probability from nonmastery to mastery, pm|n, from
nonmastery to nonmastery, pn|n(= 1 − pm|n), from mastery to nonmastery, pn|m, and from
mastery to mastery, pm|m(= 1 − pn|m), where m and n stand for mastery and nonmastery
respectively.

Assuming that the latent skills are independent of each other at each occasion, the model
can be expressed as:

P(Y j = yj)

=
C∑
c=1

K∏
k=1

{
P(Ak1 = αk1)

T∏
t=2

P(Akt = αkt|Ak(t−1) = αk(t−1))
} T∏
t=1

P(Y jt = yjt|At = αt)

where c is the index for the skill profile across T occasions, c = 1, ..., C with C = 2TK ; Yjt is
the response of person j observed at time t; Y j is the set of responses of person j observed
over T time points; Akt is skill k measured at time t; P(Ak1 = αk1) is the probability of
mastery status αk1 of skill k at the first time; P(Ak1 = αk1)

∏T
t=2 P(Akt = αkt|Ak(t−1) =
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αk(t−1)) indicates the probability of a sequence of skill mastery indicators for skill k across
occasions; and the measurement model P(Y jt = yjt|At = αt) is either the DINA or DINO
model. The latent transition analysis DINA (LTA-DINA) model assumes that the item
parameters (guessing and slipping) are constant over time, while the skill knowledge state
is allowed to change over time. In addition, transition probabilities P(Akt = αkt|Ak(t−1) =
αk(t−1)) are allowed to differ for each skill and are sometimes constrained to be constant over
time.

2.3 Dynamic Bayesian Networks for Assessing

Change in Knowledge States

Bayesian Networks

Bayesian networks (BNs) have been extensively used as student models for intelligent tu-
toring systems (ITS; for examples, Bunt & Conati, 2002; Zapata-Rivera & Greer, 2004;
Koedinger & Aleven, 2007), and they also have been successfully applied for cognitively
diagnostic assessments (R. J. Mislevy, 1995; R. Mislevy et al., 1999; Levy & Mislevy, 2004;
Sinharay & Almond, 2007). A BN consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and a proba-
bility distribution. In the graph, nodes represent random variables and edges between nodes
represent probabilistic dependencies among them. For the directed edge from node A to
node B, we say that A is a parent of B and B is a child of A. The set of all parents of node
C, as well as the parents of these parents, etc., are referred to as ancestors of C, and the
set of all children of node C including the children of children are called descendants of C.
Each node in a BN is conditionally independent of all its non-descendants given the state
of that node’s parents. By the general multiplication rule, the joint probability distribution
over all the variables in a BN factorizes into a series of conditional probability distributions.
This property provides a convenient way to define the joint distribution compactly by only
specifying the conditional probability distribution for every node (Heckerman, 1998; Pearl,
1988).

One of the powerful features of BNs is that they can be used for probabilistic inference
about unobserved variables through the complete structure of the variables and their rela-
tionships. For example, when the leaves (nodes with no children) are observed, the prior
belief on their roots (nodes with no parents) can be updated based on the observed evi-
dence by applying Bayes Theorem. There are two kinds of inference algorithms: exact and
approximate. The most common inference methods are variable elimination and a junc-
tion tree algorithm for exact inference, and importance sampling and MCMC simulation for
approximate inference.
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When BNs are applied to educational measurement, hidden nodes usually represent dis-
crete proficiency levels, and leaves generally represent observed responses to items. Specif-
ically, for an assessment designed to measure latent knowledge on multiple skills, BNs can
be used as a CDM approach. Conjunctive or disjunctive CDMs are available in the BN
framework using Noisy-OR and Noisy-AND models. The edges from hidden nodes to ob-
served nodes correspond to the elements of the Q-matrix. More details about application of
BNs for CDMs are discussed in Almond et al. (2015). One of BNs’ benefits over traditional
CDMs is that BNs can easily incorporate associations between skills into the model by edges
connecting hidden nodes, which can improve measurement precision.

Dynamic Bayesian Networks in Assessment for Learning Systems

Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) (Dean & Kanazawa, 1989) have been widely used to
model student learning in ITS. Changes over time can be modeled by two pieces: (1) a single
time-slice model for the initial state of the system and (2) a two-time-slice model for the
transition from one-time slice to the next. By a Markov property, it is assumed that the
knowledge state in any time slice is independent of the past history given the previous time
slice. Almond et al. (2015) discusses two ways to model the transition from one state to
the next in learning systems: mathematical learning models and Markov decision process
(MDP).

The basic idea of mathematical learning models is that a student has mastered or not
mastered a certain knowledge at time t, responds to a practice question, and the mas-
tery state at time t + 1 depends on the previous mastery state. A popular example is the
knowledge tracing (KT) model introduced by Corbett & Anderson (1994). The KT model
monitors a student’s proficiency on a single knowledge component during practice, and the
system provides proper guidance needed for the student and determines when the student
has reached the mastery. Figure 2.1 presents the basic form of KT models. At is a student’s
latent knowledge for a particular skill at time t and Yt is the student’s response to a question
at time t. A circle represents a latent variable and a rectangle represents an observable
variable.

A KT model uses four parameters: Prior, Learn, Guess and Slip. The Prior is P(A1 = 1),
which is the initial probability that students know the skill a priori. Learn is the probabil-
ity that students’ knowledge state will transition from unlearned (non-mastery) to learned
(mastery), P(At = 1|At−1 = 0), after interacting with each question. It is assumed that it
is impossible to lose a skill, P(At = 0|At−1 = 1) = 0. Guess is the probability that students
get a correct answer by guessing when they do not know the skill, and Slip is the probability
that students respond incorrectly to an item by slipping although they know the skill.
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Figure 2.1: Knowledge tracing models

The prediction of student j’s knowledge state following the (t−1)th question is as follows:

P(Ajt = 1|Yj(t−1) = yj(t−1)) = P(Aj(t−1) = 1|Yj(t−1) = yj(t−1))

+ P(Aj(t−1) = 0|Yj(t−1) = yj(t−1))× Learn

This is the sum of (1) the posterior probability that the skill has been mastered given the
response to the (t−1)th question and (2) the posterior probability that the skill has not been
mastered given the response but transitioned from unlearned to learned state. P(Aj(t−1) =
αj(t−1)|Yj(t−1) = yj(t−1)) is calculated by Bayes’ theorem under the BN framework, so the
model is also called a Bayesian knowledge tracing model.

MDPs (Boutilier et al., 1999) have been often used to inform instructional decision making
by incorporating nodes that influence the transition between the time slices into the model.
A MDP model contains (1) a set of possible states S, (2) a set of possible actions A, (3)
the transition model T for each action’s effects in each state, (4) a reward structure of the
actions and (5) a discount rate indicating the relative value of future compared to immediate
rewards. LaMar (2017) discussed the use of a MDP to model students’ decision making
process for complex assessment tasks. Matsuda & VanLehn (2000) applied a MDP to make
decisions about selecting hints or new problems. Almond (2007a,b) employed a MDP to
understand the effectiveness of an instruction and student learning. Figure 2.2 shows the
general framework of MDP presented in Almond (2007a). The transition from time t to time
t+ 1 depends on activity variables (e.g., the choice of instruction). The student’s knowledge
states, A, are not observable so this model is called a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP).

Culbertson (2016) discussed the possibility of more general DBNs with multiple latent
skills. For example, Figure 2.3 represents a DBN with three skills (Aat, Abt, Act for t = 1, 2)
measured at two time points. More complex temporal relationships can also be modeled
such as the effect of change in one latent variable on other related latent variables (Schäfer
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Figure 2.2: Markov decision process framework (Almond, 2007a)
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Figure 2.3: Simple dynamic Bayesian network with two time points (Culbertson, 2016)

& Weyrath, 1997). But the application of such DBNs to real data has been understudied for
various reasons; the model can become overly complex, for example, when the model allows
different parameters for each person (e.g., individualized learn rate). Also, the fact that little
is known about the calibration of BNs serves as another hindrance to their application.
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Chapter 3

Growth Curve Cognitive Diagnosis
Models

In this chapter, we describe our proposed longitudinal cognitive diagnosis model—‘growth
curve cognitive diagnosis model (GC-CDM)’. This model can be best understood as an
extension of the higher-order latent trait model by de la Torre & Douglas (2004). The
higher-order latent trait can be viewed as a continuous aptitude defined more broadly in
the higher level on top of latent skills. Our model traces change in the higher-order latent
trait over time by using latent growth modeling, so it also traces the skill mastery profiles
associated with the trait. We first discuss the higher-order latent trait model for a single
time point and introduce the GC-CDM for multiple time points. We describe the estimation
method for our model—in particular, we apply a nested integration method to deal with the
high-dimensional computation problem in the evaluation of the marginal likelihood.

3.1 Model

Higher-order Latent Trait Models for Cognitive Diagnosis

Cognitive diagnosis models can be thought of as latent class models (LCM) in that item
responses and skill mastery status (latent variables) are both categorical. For a test developed
to measure K skills, for example, we can consider 2K mastery patterns (latent classes) and
would like to assign each student to one of the skill patterns. Under the LCM framework,
the responses of person j across I items, Y j = (Y1j, Y2j, ..., YIj)

′
, which are associated with

mastery of K skills, αj = (αj1, αj2, ..., αjK)
′
, can be modeled as follows:

P(Y j = yj) =
C∑
c=1

P(αj = αc)P(Y j = yj|αj),
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where αc indicates the skill mastery pattern of latent class c and the sum is over all C = 2K

classes. Following the structural equation modeling convention, the first part of the model,
P(αj = αc), is often called the structural component and the second part, P(Y j = yj|αj),
is called the measurement component.

The measurement component can be rewritten by the local independence assumption:
P(Y j = yj|αj) =

∏I
i=1 P(Yij = yij|αj). The measurement part of the DINA and DINO

models is described in Section 2.2. For the structural part, a structure for the K skills
should be defined. The simplest assumption is the independence model which assumes that
the skills are independent of each other:

P(αj) = P(αj1, αj2, ..., αjK) =
K∏
k=1

P(αjk).

The independence model has been considered in many studies due to its simplicity but this
assumption is usually implausible in practice. In some situations, it is likely that there
exists a higher order structure among the skills. For such cases, de la Torre & Douglas
(2004) proposed a ‘higher-order latent trait model’. The model assumes that the skills are
specific knowledge related to one or more broadly defined constructs of general intelligence
or aptitude. This idea is reflected by introducing an item response model at a higher order
in which the latent skills (αj1, αj2, ..., αjK) play the role of items and are locally independent
given the general aptitude, which is represented by θj.

Assuming that mastery of a set of skills of respondent j is related to an unidimensional
trait θj, the probability model for αj conditional on θj is

P(αj|θj) =
K∏
k=1

P(αjk|θj),

where

P(αjk = 1|θj) =
exp(λ0k + λ1kθj)

1 + exp(λ0k + λ1kθj)
. (3.1)

Here, λ0k and λ1k are higher order structural parameters resembling item “easiness” and
discrimination parameters in IRT. Then, the marginal probability of the observed responses
of respondent j can be represented as:

P(Y j = yj) =

∫
θj

{
K∏
k=1

P(αjk|θj)
I∏
i=1

P(Yij = yij|αj)

}
P(θj)dθj.

In many applications, θj is assumed to be normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1.
Sometimes two-dimensional higher-order latent traits are used, but rarely higher-dimensional
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traits because, in general, the number of skills is much less than the number of items and
needs to be much greater than the dimension of θj for identifiability. When the measurement
part is defined as DINA, the model is called the higher-order DINA (HO-DINA) model.

Growth Curve Cognitive Diagnosis Models

Our proposed ‘growth curve cognitive diagnosis model (GC-CDM)’ extends the higher-order
latent trait model to incorporate learning over time into cognitive diagnosis models. Assum-
ing a respondent-specific linear relationships between time and the higher-order latent trait,
respondent j’s changing latent trait over time can be modeled as latent growth curve model
with respondent-specific random intercept and random slope of time. A similar approach to
extend the HO-DINA model for longitudinal data was suggested by Ayers & Rabe-Hesketh
(2011).

We consider a unidimensional latent trait for person j at occasion t, θjt, which is modeled
as:

θjt = ζ1j + (β + ζ2j)× timejt + εjt, (3.2)

where timejt is the time associated with occasion t for respondent j, β is the mean slope of
time, ζ1j and ζ2j are the random intercept and random slope of time for person j respectively,
and εjt is the time-specific error. It is assumed that(

ζ1j
ζ2j

)
∼ N

[(
0
0

)
,

(
ψ11 ψ12

ψ21 ψ22

)]
, εjt ∼ N(0, σ2

t ) (3.3)

We can assume constant variance over time for εjt, i.e., σ2
t = σ2. Given θjt, the probability

of skill profile αjt of person j at occasion t, is

P(αjt|θjt) =
K∏
k=1

P(αjkt|θjt),

where

P(αjkt = 1|θjt) =
exp(λ0k + λ1kθjt)

1 + exp(λ0k + λ1kθjt)
. (3.4)

The higher-order structure parameters, λ0k and λ1k, are constant over time.
For the measurement part, respondent j’s response Yijt to item i at time t, given his or

her skill profile and the higher-order trait at time t, can be modeled with the DINA model:

πijt = P(Yijt = 1|αjt, θjt) = (1− sit)ξijtg
1−ξijt
it , (3.5)

where ξijt is the indicator whether respondent j possesses all skills required by item i of the
assessment administered at occasion t, and sit and git are slipping and guessing parameter of
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item i at occasion t, respectively. Different sets of items can be tested at different occasions
or the same items can be repeated at each occasion. For the latter, the number of items, It,
are constant across occasions, It = I, and the guessing and slipping parameters of items are
constant over time.

Figure 3.1 presents a GC-CDM for four skills and four time points. A set of items (I1
items at occasion 1, I2 items at occasion 2, ...) are administered at each time point. In the
diagram, ovals indicate latent variables and rectangles are observed variables. The higher-
order latent trait θjt and skill profile (αj1t, αj2t, ..., αjKt) are measured at each of the four
time points The edges from αjkt to Yijt represent elements of the Q matrix that are equal to
1. For example, the edge between αj11 and Y1j1 means Item 1 at occasion 1 requires mastery
of skill 1. The directed edges connecting latent variables indicate regression relationships;
logit models from θjt to αjkt and linear models for the other edges. The curved edge between
ζ1j and ζ2j represents their covariance. The values associated with the edges between ζ1j,
ζ2j and θ1j,...,θ4j indicate factor loadings or regression coefficients. The short directed edges
to θjt indicate the time and respondent specific residuals εjt.

ζ1 j ζ2 j

1
1

1
1

1
2

3

4

θ1

θ2 θ3

θ4

α11 αK1...

α12 αK 2... α13 αK3...

α14 αK 4...

Y11 YI1...

Y12 YI 2... Y13 YI3...

Y14 YI 4...

Figure 3.1: Growth curve cognitive diagnosis model (subscript j not shown)

Possible Extensions

GC-CDMs can be extended in several ways to be more flexible. Based on (3.2) and (3.4)
and assuming λik = 1 (the reason will be addressed in Section 3.2), the log-odds of person j
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having skill k at occasion t can be written as follows:

logit(P(αjkt = 1|θjt)) = λ0k + θjt

= λ0k + ζ1j + (β + ζ2j)× timejt + εjt.

Here, the model assumes that the relationship between θjt and αjkt is constant over time
and that changes in the log-odds of mastering skill k per unit of time, represented β + ζ2j,
are also constant over time. If the higher-order latent trait changes over time, the log-odds
of having each skill k changes by the same amount. However, the log-odds may change
differently for different skills. For example, skill 1 may be learned faster than skill 2. GC-
CDMs can be extended to allow different amounts of learning for each skill and each occasion
by defining a skill and time specific intercept λ0kt instead of λ0k. λ0kt can be reparametrized
as λ0kt = λ0k + δkt, where δkt indicates time-specific deviation from the overall knowledge
of skill k. Some constraints would be necessary for the model to be identified. A natural
approach would be to test for the necessity of including δkt for a given skill one skill at a
time - similar to testing for differential item functioning in IRT. Alternatively, we can define
skill-specific linear growth with coefficients βk and remove β from the model.

In addition, GC-CDMs can be extended to incorporate respondents’ covariate information
to account for the effect of covariates on skill mastery. Ayers et al. (2013) proposed a method
to incorporate covariates into the DINA model, and the same approach can be applied to
GC-CDMs. In GC-CDMs, the log-odds of person j having skill k at time t can be defined
as follows: logit(P(αjkt = 1|θjt)) = λ0k + θjt + x

′
jγ, where xj is a vector of covariates for

respondent j and γ is a vector of coefficients. The term x
′
jγ can alternatively be thought

of as part of θjt by adding this term to (3.2). The interpretation becomes that the mean
higher-order latent trait depends on covariates. By including interactions between covariates
and time, the mean growth in the higher-order trait can depend on covariates. The model
can be further extended by including interactions between skills and covariates, representing
“differential skill functioning”.

Although several extended GC-CDMs are available, the dissertation focuses on basic
GC-CDMs.

3.2 Estimation

Maximum Marginal Likelihood Estimation

The marginal likelihood of the GC-CDM can be expressed as:

L(y) =
J∏
j=1

∫
θj

{ T∏
t=1

(
P(αjt|θjt)

I∏
i=1

P(yijt|αjt)
)}

P(θj)dθj, (3.6)
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where θj = (ζ1j, ζ2j, εj1, ..., εjT )T and P(θj) = P(ζ1j, ζ2j)
∏T

t=1 P(εjt), a product of one bi-
variate and T univariate densities as defined in (3.2). Evaluation of this likelihood requires
(T + 2)-dimensional integration. The integral can be evaluated by numerical integration
techniques (e.g., Gaussian quadrature), but an issue arises when the number of time point
increases; the computational complexity increases exponentially.

As an alternative, we consider a dimension reduction technique using nested integration
based on the fact that the εjt are independent across occasions. Then, the marginal likelihood
can be reexpressed as:

L(y) =
J∏
j=1

∫
ζ1j ,ζ2j

{ T∏
t=1

∫
εjt

(
P(αjt|ζ1j, ζ2j, εjt)

I∏
i=1

P(yijt|αjt)
)

P(εjt)dεjt

}
P(ζ1j, ζ2j)dζ1jζ2j,

(3.7)
This approach provides significant computational savings as the MLE requires only 3-dimensional
integration regardless of the number of time points. Such nested integration was discussed in
(Gibbons & Hedeker, 1992; Rijmen, 2009; Cai, 2010) for bifactor-type item response models
and (Jeon & Rabe-Hesketh, 2016) for an autoregressive growth IRT model. This likelihood
has the structure of the likelihood for a multilevel model in which occasions are nested within
persons (occasions are units and persons are clusters). In contrast, the likelihood in (3.6)
treats persons and the T occasions as being on the same level (multivariate perspective).

The marginal likelihood is maximized using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm (Dempster et al., 1977). Details about the EM algorithm for DINA model estimation
are discussed in de la Torre (2009). The Mplus software (version 8) (Muthén & Muthén,
2017) was used to implement estimation of GC-CDMs.

Estimation of the Higher-order Structural Parameters

Prior to implementation of the GC-CDM, we developed Mplus codes for the HO-DINA model
for a single occasion and applied it to a simulated data to confirm its feasibility. For the
simulation, responses of 1, 000 respondents to 20 items were generated. The slipping and
guessing parameter values were randomly generated from a uniform distribution from 0.1 to
0.3. The Q-matrix in Table 3.1 was used.

The IRT model for the higher-order joint skill distribution defined in (3.1) can be specified
as a two-parameter logistic (2PL) or a Rasch model. For the 2PL model, the following
values were used for the higher-order structural parameters: λ0 = (λ01, λ02, λ03, λ04)

′
=

(1.51,−1.42,−0.66, 0.50)
′

and λ1 = (λ11, λ12, λ13, λ14)
′

= (1.34, 0.65, 1.11, 0.97)
′
. For the

Rasch model, the slopes λ1 were fixed to 1. The higher-order latent traits were assumed to
be normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. The R codes for generating data are
in Appendix.
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Table 3.1: Q-matrix of 20 items and 4 skills for the HO-DINA model simulation study.

Item
Skill 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

Mplus codes for HO-DINA models with different higher-order IRT models were developed
and are presented in Appendix. The HO-DINA model is also available using the GDINA()

function in ‘GDINA’ R package (Ma & de la Torre, 2017). The GDINA function includes
an additional structural model called “1PL” which estimates a common slope parameter.
Thus, the three models (Rasch, 1PL and 2PL) were considered for the simulation study and
the parameter estimates from Mplus and GDINA were compared.

The Rasch model can be defined as

P(αjk = 1|θj) =
exp(λ0k + θj)

1 + exp(λ0k + θj)
, θj ∼ N(0, σ2

θ). (3.8)

Note that the GDINA function with the Rasch model does not freely estimate the variance of
the latent trait, σ2

θ , while we estimate the variance in Mplus. Thus, the Rasch models from
GDINA and Mplus cannot be compared directly. The Rasch model from Mplus can rather
be compared with the 1PL model from GDINA because the 1PL model can be written as

P(αjk = 1|θj) =
exp(λ0k + λ1θj)

1 + exp(λ0k + λ1θj)
, θj ∼ N(0, 1). (3.9)

The models in (3.8) and (3.9) are equivalent and merely use different parameterizations. Let
ηj = λ1θj ∼ N(0, λ21) in (3.9) then ηj corresponds to θj in (3.8) so λ21 should be identical to
σ2
θ .

The parameters were estimated using MLE with 20 integration points for both Mplus
and GDINA, and the convergence criterion of 10−7 was used for the absolute change in log-
likelihood in Mplus and for the absolute change in deviance in GDINA. The estimates are
reported in Table 3.2. The two Rasch models from Mplus and GDINA are different models
and are therefore not compared. The Rasch model is equivalent to the 1PL model so the
results show the same log-likelihood of -11307.61 from the Mplus Rasch, the Mplus 1PL
and the GDINA 1PL models. Focusing on the Mplus results first, the common slope, λ1,
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Table 3.2: Estimated parameter values from Mplus and GDINA R package.

Mplus GDINA
True Rasch 1PL 2PL Rasch 1PL 2PL

λ01 1.51 1.44 (0.12) 1.44 (0.12) 1.28 (0.12) 1.49 (0.10) 1.43 (N/A)b 1.28 (0.10)
λ02 -1.42 -1.40 (0.10) -1.40 (0.10) -1.41 (0.10) -1.45 (0.09) -1.40 (N/A) -1.40 (0.09)
λ03 -0.66 -0.63 (0.10) -0.63 (0.10) -0.65 (0.13) -0.65 (0.09) -0.63 (N/A) -0.63 (0.11)
λ04 0.50 0.56 (0.10) 0.56 (0.10) 0.62 (0.14) 0.58 (0.09) 0.56 (N/A) 0.63 (0.13)
λ1 1 - 0.86 (0.09) - - - 0.87 (N/A) -
λ11 1.34 - - 0.62 (0.19) - - - 0.62 (0.18)
λ12 0.65 - - 0.33 (0.17) - - - 0.33 (0.16)
λ13 1.11 - - 1.21 (0.41) - - - 1.15 (0.38)
λ14 0.97 - - 1.21 (0.39) - - - 1.28 (0.44)
σ2θ 1 0.74 (0.15) - - - - - -

LLa -11307.61 -11307.61 -11289.25 -11308.81 -11307.61 -11289.25

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
a LL indicates Log-likelihood
b Standard errors of 1PL model parameters from GDINA were not available.

was estimated as 0.86 (0.863 before rounding) and this is identical to the square root of the
estimated variance of the latent trait from the Rasch model,

√
0.74 = 0.86. The estimated

structural parameters are also identical between the Rasch and the 1PL models and the
estimates are sufficiently close to the generating values, taking into account the estimated
standard errors. The 1PL model estimates are similar between Mplus and GDINA. But the
GDINA could not produce the estimated standard errors due to singularity of the information
matrix. For the 2PL model, Mplus and GDINA show the same log-likelihood of -11289.25
and similar estimates although the estimates are less similar for λ13 and λ14. Unfortunately,
the slope parameter estimates are a bit off from the true values—the estimate of λ11 differs
from its generating value by more than three standard errors and the estimate of λ12 differs
from its generating value by nearly two standard errors.

The guessing and slipping parameter estimates were also compared. Figure 3.2 and
3.3 compare the estimates in the Rasch/1PL model and the 2PL model respectively. The
two graphs in the first row show good parameter recovery of the Mplus estimates—all 95%
confidence intervals contain the generating value. The graphs in the second row show that
the Mplus estimates and the GDINA estimates are identical (they differ by less than 0.0005).

From the simulation study, we confirmed that the Mplus code was correctly developed by
comparing estimates with those from the existing GDINA R package. Also, we found that
the 2PL model was not successfully estimated by either Mplus or GDINA. Thus, we decided
to use the Rasch model for the GC-CDM, and this model will be used for the simulation
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plots of item parameter estimates : (1) Mplus Rasch/1PL estimates vs.
generating values and (2) Mplus Rasch/1PL vs. GDINA 1PL.
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plots of item parameter estimates : (1) Mplus 2PL estimates vs. gener-
ating values and (2) Mplus 2PL vs. GDINA 2PL.
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studies and empirical studies in the next chapters.

3.3 Model when the Number of Occasions is Two

When only two time points are available (T = 2) and the timing is identical across subjects,
timejt = timet, the growth curve model in (3.2) is not identified. For such case, we let the
higher-order latent traits at occasion 1 and occasion 2 be correlated with each other rather
than specifying a linear growth curve model. The correlation between θj1 and θj2 is modeled
by using a bivariate normal distribution:(

θj1
θj2

)
∼ N

[(
µ1

µ2

)
,

(
σ2
1 σ12

σ21 σ2
2

)]
,

where (µ1, µ2)
′
is the mean vector of the higher-order latent traits; σ2

1 and σ2
2 are the variances

of θj1 and θj2 respectively; and σ12 (=σ21) is the covariance between θj1 and θj2.
For the higher-order IRT model, we used the Rasch model:

P(αjkt = 1|θjt) =
exp(λ0k + θjt)

1 + exp(λ0k + θjt)
,

where λ0k is constant over time.
This approach is similar to Andersen’s longitudinal Rasch model described in Section 2.1

in that both models use a bivariate normal distribution to allow correlation between latent
traits over time. To measure individual growth between two occasions, we can calculate the
difference between predicted latent traits at each time point.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Study

Two simulation studies were conducted to investigate how well the parameters of the growth
curve DINA (GC-DINA) model can be recovered by the estimation method described in
Chapter 3. The first simulation study focuses on parameter recovery under differing conditions—
three factors were manipulated: the number of respondents, the design of the Q-matrix and
the number of time points. The second simulation study focuses on the analysis of pre-post
assessment data when only two time points are available.

4.1 Simulation Study 1

Simulation Conditions

In this section, we examine parameter recovery of the GC-DINA using maximum marginal
likelihood estimation with the nested integration described in Section 3.2. Parameter recov-
ery was investigated under various conditions. In particular, we manipulated three factors:
the number of respondents, the design of the Q-matrix and the number of time points. For
CDMs, in general, it has been recognized that the design of the Q-matrix is an important
factor in model estimation. We especially considered the complexity of the Q-matrix which
depends on the number of items measuring each skill, the number of skills each item measures
and the number of skills that are measured jointly with other skills. Madison & Bradshaw
(2015) demonstrated the effect of the Q-matrix design on classification accuracy for the
log-linear cognitive diagnosis model. Their study showed that classification accuracy for a
given skill increases as the number of items measuring that skill only increases, whereas the
accuracy deteriorates when the item measuring that skill tend to also measure other skills
in conjunction.

Estimation time for the GC-DINA model is considerable, so it was not feasible to conduct
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a full factorial design with multiple replicates per combination of conditions. By varying the
number of respondents, the design of the Q-matrix and the number of time points, we
considered the following six models:

• Model 1: 1,000 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Three time points

• Model 2: 1,000 respondents & Complex Q-matrix & Three time points

• Model 3: 500 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Three time points

• Model 4: 500 respondents & Complex Q-matrix & Three time points

• Model 5: 500 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Four time points

• Model 6: 500 respondents & Complex Q-matrix & Four time points

We chose these models so that we can investigate the effect of changing one factor at a time.
We first considered Model 1 and Model 2 to examine the effect of the design of the Q-matrix.
Next, we decreased the number of respondents to examine the effect of sample size (Model
3 and Model 4). We then increased the number of time points to investigate the effect of
number of time points (Model 5 and Model 6).

Simple Q-matrix vs. Complex Q-matrix

Table 4.1 and 4.2 present the simple and complex Q-matrix used for the simulation, respec-
tively. In the simple Q-matrix, each item measures only one skill. The number of items that
measure each skill is as follows: 4 items for Skill 1, 6 items for Skill 2, 5 items for Skill 3,
and 5 items for Skill 4. In the complex Q-matrix, 7 items out of 20 measure a single skill:
item 1, 2, 17, 18 and 19 measure Skill 1 in isolation; item 9 measures only Skill 2; and item
13 measures only Skill 3. There is no item that measures only Skill 4. 10 items measure two
skills jointly, and 3 items measure all four skills. In terms of the number of items that mea-
sure each skill, the skills (Skill 1 - Skill 4) are measured by 16 items, 12 items, 5 items and 6
items respectively. Both the simple Q-matrix and complex Q-matrix were derived from the
real application of Enhanced Anchored Instruction (EAI; Bottge et al., 2003). Thus, these
Q-matrices reflect practical cognitive diagnostic assessment. For the simple Q-matrix, we
used the Q-matrix developed for the Problem Solving Test (PST) (Bottge et al., 2014, 2015).
The complex Q-matrix was derived from the Q-matrix developed for the Fraction of the Cost
(FOC) test (Bottge et al., 2007; Li et al., 2016). The FOC test has 23 items and 4 skills.
We deleted three items that measure all of the four skills from the original Q-matrix, so the
Q-matrix has 20 items (to be comparable to the simple Q-matrix). By taking three items
out, estimation becomes more challenging because there is less information about the latent
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skills. Real data with the original versions of the Q-matrices will be used in the empirical
study and more details about the Q-matrices will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Table 4.1: Simple Q-matrix of 20 items and 4 skills for the simulation study.

Item
Skill 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

Table 4.2: Complex Q-matrix of 20 items and 4 skills for the simulation study.

Item
Skill 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Table 4.3: Classification accuracy with the simple and complex Q-matrices for the simple
DINA model.

Q-matrix structure ARI PCS
PCV

(1st, 2st, 3st, 4st)
Simple 0.65 0.95 (1, 1, 0.99, 0.80)

Complex 0.32 0.85 (1, 0.99, 0.90, 0.53)

To confirm the effect of the complexity of the Q-matrix on classification accuracy, we
conducted another simulation to examine how the classification accuracy changes with the
simple Q-matrix and complex Q-matrix. For each of the two Q-matrices, we generated a
dataset for 1,000 persons from the simple DINA model (for a single time point) assuming
that the four skills are independent of each other. The guessing and slipping parameters
were generated from a uniform distribution from 0.1 to 0.3 and were kept the same for both
Q matrices. For each model, we calculated the classification accuracy by using the following
measures: (1) Adjusted Rand Index (ARI; Hubert & Arabie, 1985), (2) the proportion of
correctly classified skills (PCS) and (3) the proportions of correctly classified skill vectors
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(PCV). The ARI has been used as a common measure of agreement between two partitions,
and it is defined as the number of agreement between two partitions divided by the total
number of pairs of objects. The ARI lies between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates perfect agree-
ment. The PCS is the skill level correct classification accuracy rate, while the PCV is the
vector level correct classification rate. The PCV is a vector with four elements—the first
element is the proportion of at least one skill in the vector being correctly classified; the
second element is the proportion of at least two skills being correctly classified; the third el-
ement is the proportion of at least three skills being correctly classified; and the last element
is the proportion of all elements in the vector being correctly classified. The calculation of
the ARI is available using adjustedRandIndex() function in the ‘mclust’ R package. The
PCS and PCV can be obtained from the ClassRate() function in the ‘GDINA’ R package.
The R code for generating two simulated data sets from the DINA model and calculating
the accuracy measures are in Appendix.

Table 4.3 shows the calculated classification accuracy rates. The AIRs were 0.65 for the
simple Q-matrix and 0.32 for the complex Q-matrix. The PCSs were 0.95 for the simple
Q-matrix and 0.85 for the complex Q-matrix. In the PCV elements, a large difference
was observed in the 4th element which indicates the proportion of correctly identified skill
mastery profiles across all the four skills: 0.80 for the simple Q-matrix and 0.53 for the
complex matrix. This suggests that the prediction of skill mastery profiles suffers as the
complexity of the Q-matrix increases in the independence DINA model.

Data Generation & Analysis

For all of the six models, we generated response data for 20 items and 4 skills. The guessing
and slipping parameters, gi, si (i = 1, ..., 20), were randomly generated from a uniform
distribution from 0.1 to 0.3, and were constant over time. The same set of guessing and
slipping parameters were used across the six models. To simulate the higher-order latent
trait, we used the following generating values: the variance of the random intercept ψ11 = 0.4,
the variance of the random slope of time ψ22 = 0.02, the covariance between the random
intercept and random slope ψ12 = ψ21 = 0.02, the average growth β = 0.3, and the variance
of the occasion-specific error σ2 = 0.6. For the higher-order structural parameters, we used
λ0 = (λ01, λ02, λ03, λ04) = (1.51,−1.42,−0.66, 0.50). We used the same generated values for
the higher-order latent traits and skill mastery indicators between Model 1 and 2, between
Model 3 and 4, and between Model 5 and 6 by using the same seed number. Then, the
comparison of models with different Q-matrices can be more legitimate as we rule out the
chance error that occurs in generating latent variables. Time was coded as 0,1,2 for three
occasions and 0,1,2,3 for four occasions. The R codes generating six data sets are available
in Appendix.
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The six GC-DINA models were fitted in Mplus. As discussed in Section 3.2, when using
the nested integration approach, the likelihood has the structure of the multilevel model—the
occasions are nested within respondents. We implemented the GC-DINA model in Mplus
using the multilevel approach. Note that the multivariate approach based on (3.6) was not
feasible in Mplus due to high dimensions—the evaluation of the likelihood requires (T+2)-
dimensional integration. We used 15 integration points and the convergence criterion of 10−7

for the absolute change in the log-likelihood. The Mplus codes for the GC-DINA models are
in Appendix.

In addition to comparing GC-DINA estimates with generating values, we compared them
with estimates that would be obtained if latent variables in the model could be observed
directly. A best-case scenario for estimating the covariance matrix of the random intercept
and slope would be that the random intercepts and slopes, ζ1j and ζ2j, are observed. This
was the first comparison. Moving one level down in the model, if the occasion-specific latent
traits, θjt, are observed, we could estimate a linear growth curve model; the model can be
defined as the same as in (3.2) but is fitted to the observed θjt. If we don’t observe the
higher-order latent traits but observe the skill mastery indicators, moving down one more
level, then we could estimate the mixed-effects logistic model. The model has a three-level
structure, where the skill mastery indicators (level 1) are nested within occasions (level 2)
and occasions are nested within persons (level 3). The model can be expressed as:

logit(P(αjkt = 1|s1k, s2k, s3k, s4k, timet, ζ1j, ζ2j, εjt))

= λ01s1k + λ02s2k + λ03s3k + λ04s4k + (β + ζ2j)timet + ζ1j + εjt,
(4.1)

where s1k, s2k, s3k, s4k are dummy variables for αjkt representing mastery of Skill 1, Skill 2,
Skill 3 and Skill 4, respectively (i.e., s1k = 1 when k = 1 and 0 otherwise.); timet is the time
associated with occasion t; ζ1j and ζ2j are the random intercept and random slope of time
for person j respectively; and εjt is the occasion-specific random intercept. It is assumed
that (

ζ1j
ζ2j

)
∼ N

[(
0
0

)
,

(
ψ11 ψ12

ψ21 ψ22

)]
, εjt ∼ N(0, σ2). (4.2)

The scenarios with observed latent variables—(1) the covariance matrix calculated from
observed random effects, ζ1j, ζ2j, (2) the growth curve model with observed higher-order
latent traits, θjt, and (3) the mixed-effects logistic model with observed skill mastery indica-
tors, αjkt—should be better cases than the GC-DINA model with observed item responses,
Yijt, thus the GC-DINA model estimates are not expected to be better than the estimates
obtained from the scenarios (1) to (3).

We investigated how the GC-DINA estimates deteriorate due to having only the indirect
information about the skill and the higher-order latent traits in terms of point estimates
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and the standard errors. To compare the standard errors with less rounding (the estimated
standard errors will be reported after being rounded to 2 decimal points), we calculated the
square root of relative efficiency (= the ratio between standard errors) to examine how much
standard errors increase in the GC-DINA model compared to the growth curve model and
the mixed effects logistic model.

Results

The Effect of Design of the Q-matrix

We first focus on comparison between Model 1 and Model 2 to examine how the estimates
change depending on the complexity of the Q-matrix. The estimated parameters for Model
1 and Model 2 are shown in Table 4.4. In Model 1, the estimates for the GC-DINA model
successfully recovered the generating values—the difference is less than one standard error
except for λ04 (the difference for λ04 is only slightly greater than one standard error). Also,
the point estimates of the GC-DINA model were not much worse than the estimates from
the observed random effects (‘Observed’), the growth curve model (‘Growth Curve’) and the
mixed-effects logistic model (‘Mixed Logit’).

In Model 2, the point estimates of the GC-DINA model, however, deteriorated for some
parameters. We can consider this deterioration in the point estimates as the effect of the
complex Q-matrix since the generated latent variables were the same between Model 1 and
Model 2 (accordingly, the estimates for other models were the same between Model 1 and
Model 2). In particular, the point estimates of ψ11 and ψ12 became worse as ψ̂11 = 0.32 and
ψ̂12 = 0.08 in Model 2 while the generating values were ψ11 = 0.40 and ψ12 = 0.02. But
interestingly, this was not reflected in the standard errors—the standard errors for ψ̂11 and ψ̂12

were nearly the same between Model 1 and Model 2. On the other hand, for σ̂2, the standard
error increased from 0.10 (Model 1) to 0.18 (Model 2) while the point estimates remained
the same. The inconsistency between the point estimates and the standard errors may have
occurred because we used the estimated standard errors, not true sampling variances and
there is a risk that this estimated standard errors computed by Mplus might not be good
enough. For λ03 and λ04, both of the point estimates and the standard errors became worse.
In Model 1, λ̂03 = −0.61 with a standard error of 0.07 and λ̂04 = 0.59 with a standard error
of 0.08. In Model 2, however, they became λ̂03 = −0.78 with a standard error of 0.15 and
λ̂04 = 0.66 with a standard error of 0.17. This can be partly explained by the fact that
the complex Q-matrix has no item that measures only Skill 4 and the smaller number of
items that measure each of Skill 3 and Skill 4: Skill 3 is measured by 5 items and Skill 4
is measured by 6 items whereas Skill 1 and Skill 2 are measured by 16 items and 12 items,
respectively.

Next, we compared Model 3 with Model 4 to investigate the effect of the Q-matrix
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Table 4.4: Parameter estimates and standard errors (in parentheses) for Model 1 and Model
2

Model 1: 1,000 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Three time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.43 0.42 (0.05) 0.41 (0.09) 0.39 (0.10) 2.14 1.08
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.04 (0.02) 0 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.64 1.95
ψ12 0.02 0.02 0.01 (0.02) 0.04 (0.03) 0.04 (0.04) 1.55 1.08
β 0.30 0.30 (0.02) 0.29 (0.03) 0.29 (0.04) 2.28 1.07
σ2 0.60 0.59 (0.03) 0.69 (0.08) 0.61 (0.10) 3.87 1.24

λ01 1.51 1.60 (0.07) 1.58 (0.10) 1.49
λ02 -1.42 -1.38 (0.06) -1.40 (0.08) 1.17
λ03 -0.66 -0.61 (0.06) -0.61 (0.07) 1.15
λ04 0.50 0.57 (0.06) 0.59 (0.08) 1.37

Model 2: 1,000 respondents & Complex Q-matrix & Three time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.43 0.42 (0.05) 0.41 (0.09) 0.32 (0.10) 2.06 1.04
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.04 (0.02) 0 (0.01) 0.02 (0.02) 0.84 2.55
ψ12 0.02 0.02 0.01 (0.02) 0.04 (0.03) 0.08 (0.03) 1.21 0.85
β 0.30 0.30 (0.02) 0.29 (0.03) 0.30 (0.04) 2.66 1.25
σ2 0.60 0.59 (0.03) 0.69 (0.08) 0.61 (0.18) 6.65 2.12

λ01 1.51 1.60 (0.07) 1.54 (0.09) 1.29
λ02 -1.42 -1.38 (0.06) -1.61 (0.09) 1.39
λ03 -0.66 -0.61 (0.06) -0.78 (0.15) 2.60
λ04 0.50 0.57 (0.06) 0.66 (0.17) 2.81

with a smaller sample size. The estimates for Model 3 and Model 4 are given in Table
4.5. Compared to Model 3, Model 4 produced somewhat degraded estimates for the higher-
order structural parameters. Particularly, the point estimate λ̂04 = 0.39 in Model 4 while
λ̂04 = 0.51 in Model 3 which is very close to the generating value. In addition, the point
estimate of σ2 noticeably increased: 0.68 in Model 3 and 1.16 in Model 4. Note that Mplus
could not successfully estimate the standard error of ψ22 in Model 4, Model 5 and Model
6, producing the warning message “THE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE MODEL PA-
RAMETER ESTIMATES MAY NOT BE TRUSTWORTHY FOR SOME PARAMETERS
DUE TO A NON-POSITIVE DEFINITE FIRST-ORDER DERIVATIVE PRODUCT MA-
TRIX.” Although the first-order derivative product matrix is not the estimation method for
the standard errors in Mplus (regular ML standard errors are used), we could not find an
obvious reason for this warning message, so decided not to compare the estimated standard
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errors for Model 4, Model 5 and Model 6 in detail.

Table 4.5: Parameter estimates and standard errors (in parentheses) for Model 3 and Model
4

Model 3: 500 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Three time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.38 0.41 (0.06) 0.41 (0.19) 0.28 (0.21) 3.33 1.12
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.06 (0.03) 0.10 (0.10) 0.05 (0.12) 4.18 1.12
ψ12 0.02 0.01 -0.01 (0.03) -0.01 (0.11) 0.07 (0.13) 3.85 1.10
β 0.30 0.27 (0.02) 0.27 (0.05) 0.32 (0.05) 2.39 1.10
σ2 0.60 0.56 (0.04) 0.61 (0.15) 0.68 (0.19) 5.33 1.26

λ01 1.51 1.59 (0.10) 1.42 (0.13) 1.40
λ02 -1.42 -1.48 (0.09) -1.52 (0.10) 1.15
λ03 -0.66 -0.64 (0.08) -0.67 (0.09) 1.13
λ04 0.50 0.49 (0.08) 0.51 (0.12) 1.42

Model 4: 500 respondents & Complex Q-matrix & Three time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.38 0.41 (0.06) 0.41 (0.19) 0.23 (0.12) 1.91 0.64
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.06 (0.03) 0.10 (0.10) 0.02 (0.02) 0.86 0.23
ψ12 0.02 0.01 -0.01 (0.03) -0.01 (0.11) 0.07 (0.04) 1.10 0.31
β 0.30 0.27 (0.02) 0.27 (0.05) 0.32 (0.07) 2.93 1.34
σ2 0.60 0.56 (0.04) 0.61 (0.15) 1.16 (0.32) 9.16 2.16

λ01 1.51 1.59 (0.10) 1.66 (0.13) 1.37
λ02 -1.42 -1.48 (0.09) -1.61 (0.13) 1.48
λ03 -0.66 -0.64 (0.08) -0.64 (0.25) 2.98
λ04 0.50 0.49 (0.08) 0.39 (0.21) 2.58

In addition, we examined the effect of Q-matrix when four time points are available by
comparing Model 5 and Model 6. The estimates for Model 5 and Model 6 are presented in
Table 4.6. Interestingly, when the number of time points increased to four occasions, the
effect of the complex Q-matrix was relatively small. The point estimate ψ̂12 = 0.08 in Model
6 differs somewhat from the generating value of 0.02, but it is difficult to say that this is due
to the complex Q-matrix because the point estimate with the simple Q-matrix is also not
close to the generating value, ψ̂12 = 0.06 in Model 5. The estimates for λ01,...,λ04 became
worse for Model 6 than for Model 5, but overall the estimates are not too bad compared
to the generating values. As discussed above, we did not compare the estimated standard
errors for Model 5 and Model 6.
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Table 4.6: Parameter estimates and standard errors (in parentheses) for Model 5 and Model
6

Model 5: 500 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Four time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.38 0.38 (0.05) 0.39 (0.15) 0.28 (0.10) 1.86 0.67
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.04) 0.01 (0.01) 1.11 0.29
ψ12 0.02 0.01 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.06) 0.06 (0.02) 1.16 0.33
β 0.30 0.31 (0.01) 0.31 (0.03) 0.30 (0.04) 2.47 1.10
σ2 0.60 0.61 (0.03) 0.77 (0.12) 0.90 (0.14) 5.03 1.14

λ01 1.51 1.59 (0.09) 1.53 (0.12) 1.39
λ02 -1.42 -1.46 (0.08) -1.39 (0.09) 1.13
λ03 -0.66 -0.68 (0.08) -0.64 (0.09) 1.14
λ04 0.50 0.52 (0.08) 0.61 (0.11) 1.40

Model 6: 500 respondents & Complex Q-matrix & Four time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.38 0.38 (0.05) 0.39 (0.15) 0.27 (0.10) 1.88 0.67
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02) 1.72 0.44
ψ12 0.02 0.01 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.06) 0.08 (0.02) 1.16 0.33
β 0.30 0.31 (0.01) 0.31 (0.03) 0.28 (0.04) 2.68 1.19
σ2 0.60 0.61 (0.03) 0.77 (0.12) 0.61 (0.18) 6.63 1.50

λ01 1.51 1.59 (0.09) 1.59 (0.11) 1.19
λ02 -1.42 -1.46 (0.08) -1.32 (0.10) 1.22
λ03 -0.66 -0.68 (0.08) -0.52 (0.17) 2.21
λ04 0.50 0.52 (0.08) 0.46 (0.17) 2.13

The main object of the GC-DINA model is to capture learning over time, so the parameter
of interest is the average growth, β. In all six models, β was successfully recovered by the
GC-DINA model estimates. The generating value for the average growth was 0.3, and the
GC-DINA estimates were 0.29, 0.30, 0.32, 0.32, 0.30 and 0.28 for Model 1 through Model 6,
respectively.

The relative efficiencies between the GC-DINA model and the growth curve model and
between the GC-DINA model and the mixed-effects logistic model indicate how the GC-
DINA estimates were degraded compared to the estimates for the other two models due to
not observing the latent variables but observing the item responses. Since item responses
were generated based on the Q-matrix, we speculated that the relative efficiencies would be
similar among the models as long as the Q-matrix is the same; thus, we expected similar
relative efficiencies among Model 1, Model 3 and Model 5 (models with the simple Q-matrix)
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and among Model 2, Model 4 and Model 6 (models with the complex Q-matrix).
To test our hypothesis, we compared the computed relative efficiencies although the

estimated standard errors of the GC-DINA estimates were considered not trustworthy for
Model 4, Model 5 and Model 6. We particularly focused on the relative efficiencies for
β because it is the parameter of interest of the GC-DINA model, and at the same time,
it was sufficiently recovered across models. The square root of relative efficiencies for β
are summarized in Table 4.7. Note that the relative efficiencies were calculated using less
rounded standard errors. As we expected, the squared root of relative efficiencies were
relatively similar among models that use the same Q-matrix. For the models that used the
simple Q-matrix, the square roots of relative efficiencies comparing the standard error of
β̂ between the GC-DINA model and the growth curve model were 2.28 for Model 1, 2.39
for Model 3 and 2.47 for Model 5. When compared to the mixed-effects logistic model, the
square root of relative efficiencies were even closer to each other: 1.08 for Model 1, 1.10 for
Model 3 and 1.10 for Model 5. Also for the models that used the complex Q-matrix, they had
similar relative efficiencies. The square root of relative efficiencies comparing with the growth
curve model were 2.66 for Model 2, 2.93 for Model 4 and 2.68 for Model 6; the square root of
relative efficiencies comparing to the mixed-effects logistic model were 1.25 for Model 2, 1.34
for Model 4 and 1.19 for Model 6. Also for each condition, the relative efficiencies increased
when the complex Q-matrix was used. The change in the relative efficiencies between Model
2 and Model 1, between Model 4 and Model 3, and between Model 6 and Model 5 indicate
how much the standard errors of β̂ increased by using the complex Q-matrix.

Overall, the GC-DINA model estimates showed good recovery; especially, the average
growth β was successfully estimated regardless of the design of the Q-matrix. This result,
however, is based on only one replication per model, thus this is a tentative conclusion.

Table 4.7: Square root of relative efficiencies for β: the simple Q-matrix vs. the complex
Q-matrix.

Models with the simple Q-matrix Models with the complex Q-matrix√
R.E. - GC

√
R.E. - ML

√
R.E. - GC

√
R.E. - ML

Model 1 2.28 1.07 Model 2 2.66 1.25
Model 3 2.39 1.10 Model 4 2.93 1.34
Model 5 2.47 1.10 Model 6 2.68 1.19

The Effect of Sample Size

We examined the effect of sample size by comparing Model 1 with Model 3. Model 1 has
1,000 respondents while Model 3 has 500 respondents. Both models used the simple Q-matrix
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and three time points. Table 4.8 presents the estimates for Model 1 and Model 3.
Focusing on the GC-DINA estimates first, the point estimates deteriorated in Model 3,

except for β, in terms of both the point estimates and the standard errors. The standard
errors increased for all parameters, especially for the covariance matrix af the random in-
tercepts and slopes. This degradation in parameter estimates was found not only for the
GC-DINA model but also for the mixed-effects logistic model. To investigate the effect
of sample size only applied to the GC-DINA model, excluding the change occurred in the
mixed-effects logistic model, we compared the square root of relative efficiencies comparing
the GC-DINA estimates and the mixed-effects logistic model estimates between Model 1 and
Model 3. Based on the last column in Table 4.8, the relative efficiences are not very different
between Model 1 and Model 3 except for ψ22.

The smaller sample size had effects on both the GC-DINA model and the mixed-effects
logistic models.The deterioration in the estimates was not more severe for the GC-DINA
model than for the logistic mixed-effects model. Although the point estimates got worse and
the standard errors increased for Model 3, the parameter recovery of the GC-DINA estimates
still seems fine as the difference is less than one standard error.

In addition, we also compared Model 2 with Model 4, to investigate the effect of sample
size when the complex Q-matrix was used. Similarly to the comparison between Model and
Model 3, the point estimates in Model 4 became worse for some parameters; ψ̂11 decreased
to 0.23 (Model 4) from 0.32 (Model 2) and σ̂2 increased to 1.16 (Model 4) from 0.61 (Model
2). We did not further compare Model 2 and Model 4 as the standard errors for Model 4
were considered untrustworthy.

The Effect of Number of Time Points

To investigate the GC-DINA estimates with increasing number of time points, we compared
Model 3 and Model 5. Both models considered 500 respondents and the simple Q-matrix,
but Model 3 has three time points while Model 5 has four time points. The estimates from
Model 3 and Model 5 are given in Table 4.9.

Comparing Model 3 and Model 5, we did not detect huge difference in the point estimates
of the GC-DINA model. One thing occurred to all of the growth curve model, the mixed-
effects logistic model and the GC-DINA model is that the estimates for the covariance
matrix improved in Model 5. Both the point estimates and standard errors improved for the
covariance matrix for the models when four time points are available, but again, note that the
standard errors of the GC-DINA estimates may not be reliable. In Model 5, unexpectedly,
the GC-DINA point estimates of σ2 and λ04 became worse. σ̂2 = 0.9 for Model 5 and
σ̂2 = 0.68 for Model 3; λ̂04 = 0.61 for Model 5 and λ̂04 = 0.51 for Model 3. However, the
reason of this degradation is not obvious and even the poorer estimates for Model 5 are still
not too far from the generating values.
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Table 4.8: Parameter estimates and standard errors (in parentheses) for Model 1 and Model
3

Model 1: 1,000 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Three time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.43 0.42 (0.05) 0.41 (0.09) 0.39 (0.10) 2.14 1.08
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.04 (0.02) 0 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.64 1.95
ψ12 0.02 0.02 0.01 (0.02) 0.04 (0.03) 0.04 (0.04) 1.55 1.08
β 0.30 0.30 (0.02) 0.29 (0.03) 0.29 (0.04) 2.28 1.07
σ2 0.60 0.59 (0.03) 0.69 (0.08) 0.61 (0.10) 3.87 1.24

λ01 1.51 1.60 (0.07) 1.58 (0.10) 1.49
λ02 -1.42 -1.38 (0.06) -1.40 (0.08) 1.17
λ03 -0.66 -0.61 (0.06) -0.61 (0.07) 1.15
λ04 0.50 0.57 (0.06) 0.59 (0.08) 1.37

Model 3: 500 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Three time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.38 0.41 (0.06) 0.41 (0.19) 0.28 (0.21) 3.33 1.12
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.06 (0.03) 0.10 (0.10) 0.05 (0.12) 4.18 1.12
ψ12 0.02 0.01 -0.01 (0.03) -0.01 (0.11) 0.07 (0.13) 3.85 1.10
β 0.30 0.27 (0.02) 0.27 (0.05) 0.32 (0.05) 2.39 1.10
σ2 0.60 0.56 (0.04) 0.61 (0.15) 0.68 (0.19) 5.33 1.26

λ01 1.51 1.59 (0.10) 1.42 (0.13) 1.40
λ02 -1.42 -1.48 (0.09) -1.52 (0.10) 1.15
λ03 -0.66 -0.64 (0.08) -0.67 (0.09) 1.13
λ04 0.50 0.49 (0.08) 0.51 (0.12) 1.42

To examine the effect of the number of time points for the case with the complex Q-
matrix, we also compared Model 4 with Model 6. Overall, the point estimates were improved
in Model 6 with the increased number of time points. The parameter estimates of Model 4
and Model 6 can be found in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 respectively. It is noticeable that σ̂2

improved from 1.16 (Model 4) to 0.61 (Model 6); and the point estimates for λ0 improved
in Model 6. The changes in standard errors between Model 4 and Model 6 are not discussed
since the estimated standard errors are not reliable for these models.

Estimated Guessing and Slipping Parameters for the GC-DINA Model

We evaluated how the estimated guessing and slipping parameters differ among different
models. Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3 show scatter plots comparing the estimated item parameters
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Table 4.9: Parameter estimates and standard errors (in parentheses) for Model 3 and Model
5

Model 3: 500 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Three time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.38 0.41 (0.06) 0.41 (0.19) 0.28 (0.21) 3.33 1.12
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.06 (0.03) 0.10 (0.10) 0.05 (0.12) 4.18 1.12
ψ12 0.02 0.01 -0.01 (0.03) -0.01 (0.11) 0.07 (0.13) 3.85 1.10
β 0.30 0.27 (0.02) 0.27 (0.05) 0.32 (0.05) 2.39 1.10
σ2 0.60 0.56 (0.04) 0.61 (0.15) 0.68 (0.19) 5.33 1.26

λ01 1.51 1.59 (0.10) 1.42 (0.13) 1.40
λ02 -1.42 -1.48 (0.09) -1.52 (0.10) 1.15
λ03 -0.66 -0.64 (0.08) -0.67 (0.09) 1.13
λ04 0.50 0.49 (0.08) 0.51 (0.12) 1.42

Model 5: 500 respondents & Simple Q-matrix & Four time points

True Observed Growth Curve Mixed Logit GC-DINA
√

R.E. - GC
√

R.E. - ML

ψ11 0.40 0.38 0.38 (0.05) 0.39 (0.15) 0.28 (0.10) 1.86 0.67
ψ22 0.02 0.02 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.04) 0.01 (0.01) 1.11 0.29
ψ12 0.02 0.01 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.06) 0.06 (0.02) 1.16 0.33
β 0.30 0.31 (0.01) 0.31 (0.03) 0.30 (0.04) 2.47 1.10
σ2 0.60 0.61 (0.03) 0.77 (0.12) 0.90 (0.14) 5.03 1.14

λ01 1.51 1.59 (0.09) 1.53 (0.12) 1.39
λ02 -1.42 -1.46 (0.08) -1.39 (0.09) 1.13
λ03 -0.66 -0.68 (0.08) -0.64 (0.09) 1.14
λ04 0.50 0.52 (0.08) 0.61 (0.11) 1.40

with the generating values with 95% CIs for Model 1 to Model 6.
First, Figure 4.1 suggests that the estimated item parameters became worse in Model 2

than Model 1, which corresponds to the effect of the complex Q-matrix. In Model 1, 19 CIs
contain the generating values for both the guessing and slipping parameters. In Model 2,
however, 14 CIs include the generating values for the guessing parameter. In the estimation
process in Mplus, the logit threshold for the slipping parameter of Item 3 approached the
extreme value of -15. Except for Item 3, the scatter plots for slipping parameters show
increased standard errors for Model 2 than for Model 1. The averaged standard errors of
the slipping parameter estimates, excluding Item 3, were 0.013 for Model 1 and 0.018 for
Model 2. The averaged standard errors for the guessing parameter estimates were not very
different between Model 1 and Model 2: 0.015 for Model 1 and 0.013 for Model 2.

Based on Figure 4.2, when the sample size is 500, we did not observe any severe deterio-
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ration due to the complex Q-matrix. Model 4 shows increased length of error bars especially
for the slipping parameter estimates–the averaged standard errors of the slipping parameter
estimates were 0.018 for Model 3 and 0.023 for Model 4, but the errors in Model 4 may not be
trustworthy. When comparing Model 5 and Model 6 for the four time points, there was not
significant effects of the complex Q-matrix on the estimated item parameters. The guessing
and slipping parameter estimates were not very different between Model 5 and Model 6, and
showed overall good recovery.

Comparing Model 1 and Model 3, to examine the effect of sample size, it is noticeable
that standard errors increased for Model 3 than for Model 1—the averaged standard errors
for the estimated guessing parameters were 0.015 for Model 1 and 0.021 for Model 3 and the
averaged errors for the estimated slipping parameters were 0.013 for Model 1 and 0.018 for
Model 3. The point estimates, however, did not deteriorate with the smaller sample size.

We then compared Model 3 and Model 5 to investigate changes in the item parameter
estimates depending on the number of time points. For both models, the estimated item
parameters and the generating values were both close to each other. It appeared the GC-
DINA estimates recovered the generating values well enough in both cases with three and
four time points.
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Figure 4.1: Scatter plots of GC-DINA item parameter estimates vs. generating values for
Model 1 and Model 2.
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plots of GC-DINA item parameter estimates vs. generating values for
Model 3 and Model 4.
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Figure 4.3: Scatter plots of GC-DINA item parameter estimates vs. generating values for
Model 5 and Model 6.
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4.2 Simulation Study 2

Method

In this section, we consider a pre-post assessment scenario in which the same tests are ad-
ministered at two time points (T=2). Using a simulated dataset, we investigated parameter
recovery of the GC-CDM defined in Section 3.3. We particularly used the DINA model for
the measurement model. We generated responses of 1,000 respondents to 20 items designed
to measure 4 skills. The Q-matrix defined as the simple design in the first simulation study
was used, and it is given in Table 4.1. The guessing and slipping parameters were randomly
generated from a uniform distribution on 0.1 to 0.3, and were constant over time. The
higher-order latent traits for two time points were generated from the following distribution:(

θj1
θj2

)
∼ N

[(
0

0.3

)
,

(
1 0.8

0.8 1

)]
.

For the higher-order structural parameters, the following values were used: (λ01, λ02, λ03, λ04) =
(1.51,−1.42,−0.66, 0.5). The R code generating the data is available in Appendix.

The model was implemented in Mplus and the code is in Appendix. The parameters were
estimated by MLE with 15 integration points. The default convergence criterion of Mplus
was used: 0.001 for the absolute change in log-likelihood.

Results

Table 4.10 shows the generating values and estimated parameter values for the GC-DINA
model with standard errors. In the table, overall, the parameters were successfully recovered.
The estimates are very close to the generating values; the differences are less than one
standard error.

The estimated guessing and slipping parameter values were also compared to the gener-
ating values. Figure 4.2 shows two scatter plots comparing the generating values and the
estimated values with 95% CIs for the guessing and the slipping parameters, respectively.
For the guessing parameters, all CIs contain the generating values; for slipping parameters,
19 out of 20 ICs include the generating values. The item parameters were also sufficiently
recovered by the estimated GC-DINA model.

In addition to the estimated model parameters, we examined the predicted skill mastery
profiles and the predicted latent traits. For the skill mastery, we calculated the PCS and
PCV as the classification accuracy measure. The calculated PCSs were 94% for t=1 and
95% for t=2. In terms of PCV, at least two skills out of four skills were correctly classified
for all respondents at both occasions; the proportion of at least three skills were correctly
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classified was 98% for both occasions; and the proportion of all of the four skills were correctly
identified was 79% for occasion 1 and 81% for occasion 2.

The predicted higher-order latent traits were compared to the generating values. Fig-
ure 4.5 presents scatter plots comparing the predicted values to the generating values for
each time point. For both occasions, the correlation between the generating values and the
predicted values was 0.67, which is good amount of correspondence.

Table 4.10: Generating values and GC-DINA estimates for simulation study 2.

µ1 µ2 σ2
1 σ2

2 σ12 λ01 λ02 λ03 λ04
True 0 0.30 1.00 1.00 0.8 1.51 -1.42 -0.66 0.50

GC-DINA 0 0.27 1.06 0.88 0.82 1.55 -1.43 -0.66 0.40
(SE) (fixed) (0.06) (0.18) (0.16) (0.11) (0.11) (0.09) (0.08) (0.10)
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Figure 4.4: Scatter plots of GC-DINA item parameter estimates vs. generating values for
simulation study 2.
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Figure 4.5: Scatter plots of predicted higher-order latent traits from the GC-DINA model
vs. generating values for simulation study 2. The estimated correlation, r, is in parenthesis.
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Chapter 5

Empirical Study

In this chapter, we use two examples to illustrate application of the GC-DINA model. The
data sets are from multi-wave experiments designed to assess the effects of an instructional
treatment called Enhanced Anchored Instruction (EAI; Bottge et al., 2003) on mathematics
achievement of middle school students with learning disabilities (LD) and without learning
disabilities (NLD).

5.1 Fraction of the Cost (FOC) test data

Data

A study was designed to assess the effects of two different EAI instructions: Kim’s Koment
(KK) and Fraction of the Cost (FOC) (Bottge et al., 2007). The KK instruction had the
primary goal to guide students to develop informal understanding of pre-algebraic concepts,
including linear function, line of best fit, variables, rate of change (slope), and reliability
and measurement error. KK includes video instruction depicting two girls competing in
pentathlon events. Here, with instruction from the video anchor, students learn to identify
the fastest cars in the race, based on times and distances and also learn to construct the “line
of best fit” to predict the speed of the cars when released from various points on the ramp.
The FOC, on the other hand, depicts three middle school students trying to buy materials
for a skateboard ramp. The aim is that students learn various concepts and skills and apply
them holistically to solve a problem. The skills include (a) calculate the percent of money
in a savings account and sales tax on a purchase, (b) read a tape measure, (c) convert feet
to inches, (d) decipher building plans, (e) construct a table of materials, (f) compute whole
numbers and mixed fractions, (g) estimate and compute combinations, and (h) calculate
total cost.
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For the study, 109 students were selected from six math classrooms in a school district
in a small upper Midwestern town. The sample consisted of 50 males and 59 females in the
seventh grade. 9 students were with LD and the remainder of the students were NLD. The
KK and FOC instructions were administered during the academic year as follows: between
Week 1 and 4, the KK instruction was taught for 13 days; between Week 4 and 19, the
regular math curriculum was taught; and between Week 19 and 24, the FOC instruction
was administered. In the regular instruction, teachers taught units on concepts related to
geometry and proportional reasoning.

The FOC test, which is designed to assess the effects of the FOC instruction, was ad-
ministered at four time points, at Weeks 1, 4, 19 and 24, before and after each of the three
instructional sequences. The FOC test consists of 23 items that measure four skills. The
Q-matrix for the FOC test is given in Table 5.1. This Q-matrix, apart from the rows for
items 11, 12, and 13, was used as the complex Q-matrix for the simulation study in Section
4.1.

Results

The GC-DINA model was fitted to the FOC test data using Mplus. The parameters were
estimated with 15 integration points, the convergence criterion of 10−7 for the absolute
change in the log-likelihood and the maximum number of EM iterations was 1,000. Note
that the default for the number of EM iterations is 500 in Mplus, but the estimation did not
converge within 500 iterations.

The estimated parameters are given in Table 5.2. The variance of the person-specific
random intercept was estimated as 7.20 which implies large variation between students in
their overall higher-order latent traits. This also means that skill mastery is highly correlated
across skills; the estimated intraclass correlation of the latent responses for skill mastery is
0.60. The correlation between the random intercept and the random slope of time is close
to -1. This negative relationship corresponds to the idea that the EAI treatments were
developed to be effective for students with LD. Thus, the low achieving students might have
benefited more from the EAI than high achieving students.

The estimated average growth, β̂ = 1.81, suggests that students’ overall abilities improved
over time on average. The corresponding odds-ratio of 6.1 means that, for a median student
(with random slope equal to the median of 0), the odds of mastering each skill increases by a
factor of six between testing occasions. Figure 5.1 displays the predicted higher-order latent
traits over time, which were calculated by θ̂jt = ζ̂1j + (β̂+ ζ̂2j)× timet + ε̂jt. It shows that all
students’ overall mathematics abilities were predicted to improve over the four time points.

The FOC test data were also analyzed by Li et al. (2016) using the LTA-DINA model. We
compared the estimated item parameter values from the GC-DINA model with the LTA-
DINA estimates reported in their paper. Figure 5.2 presents scatter plots comparing the
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Table 5.1: Q-matrix for Fraction of Cost (FOC) test.

Items Number & Operation Measurement Problem Solving Presentation
1 1 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0
3 1 1 0 0
4 1 1 0 0
5 1 1 0 0
6 1 1 0 0
7 1 1 0 0
8 1 1 0 0
9 0 1 0 0
10 0 1 0 1
11 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 1
16 0 0 1 0
17 1 1 1 1
18 0 1 0 1
19 1 0 0 1
20 1 0 0 0
21 1 0 0 0
22 1 0 0 0
23 1 0 1 0

GC-DINA estimates with the LTA-DINA estimates for guessing and slipping parameters.
Most points lie near the 45-degree line, indicating that the item parameter estimates were
similar between the GC-DINA model and the LTA-DINA model. Li et al. (2016) examined
the diagnostic quality of each item by using the following indicator:

(1− si)/si
gi/(1− gi)

,

which is the ratio of the odds of responding correctly to Item i when respondents possess
the required skill and the odds of responding correctly to Item i although they have not
mastered the required skill. Items with large values of this odds ratio are considered as
diagnostic items that distinguish well between people who have the required skills and those
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Table 5.2: Estimated GC-DINA model parameters for the FOC data.

ψ̂11 ψ̂22 ψ̂12 β̂ σ̂2 λ̂01 λ̂02 λ̂03 λ̂04
Est 7.20 0.42 -1.74 1.81 1.41 -0.30 -1.61 -6.52 -4.20
SE 2.85 0.25 0.84 0.25 0.91 0.39 0.49 0.98 0.69
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Predicted higher-order latent traits for 109 students

Figure 5.1: Predicted growth trajectories in the higher-order latent trait across four time
points for the FOC data.

who do not have the required skills. If the odds ratio is lower than 2, the item is considered
problematic. Based on the GC-DINA item parameter estimates, there was no item flagged
in terms of discrimination ability: the smallest estimated odds ratio was 3.21 for Item 18.
Also, for all items, monotonicity, 1− si > gi, held.

In addition, we estimated the proportions of students that mastered each skill at each
time point based on the predicted skill mastery from the GC-DINA model. We also com-
pared those proportions with the skill mastery proportions reported in Li et al. (2016). The
computed proportions are given in Table 5.3. Overall, the proportions are similar between
the GC-DINA model and the LTA-DINA model. In both models, students’ knowledge on all
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plots of GC-DINA item parameter estimates vs. LTA-DINA item pa-
rameter estimates reported in Li et al. (2016) for the FOC data.

of the four skills improved at the last time point compared to the first time point. Among
the four skills, Problem Solving appeared to be the most difficult skill to master: only 32%
(30% in the LTA-DINA model) mastered Problem Solving at the fourth time point.

Table 5.3: Proportion of students predicted to have mastered each skill at each occasion for
the FOC data (LTA results from Li et al. (2016)).

t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4
GC LTA GC LTA GC LTA GC LTA

Number & Operation 0.49 0.47 0.72 0.72 0.90 0.78 0.99 1
Measurement 0.32 0.51 0.56 0.71 0.77 0.68 0.97 0.95

Problem Solving 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.32 0.30
Presentation 0.08 0.28 0.18 0.17 0.35 0.25 0.78 0.95

Although the proportions were, in general, similar in both models, there were cases
where the probability increased between adjacent occasions for the GC- DINA model and
decreased for the LTA-DINA model. This may be because the LTA-DINA model allows
different transition probabilities for each skill and for each pair of occasions, whereas the
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GC-DINA model only allows linear growth in the higher-order latent trait and the changes
in the skill mastery are driven by the changes in the latent trait. Thus, the LTA-DINA model
has a larger number of parameters than the GC-DINA model: 6× 4 transition probabilities,
4 prior probabilities and 46 item parameters, compared with 9 structural model parameters
and 46 item parameters for GC-DINA. We calculated Akaike information criterion (AIC)
to compare the GC-DINA model and the LTA-DINA model. The AIC is defined as −2 ×
log-likelihood + 2 × number of parameters. Using the reported deviance of 6,590 for the
LTA-DINA model in Li et al. (2016), the computed AICs were 6,738 for the LTA-DINA
model and 7,467.59 for the GC-DINA model. The AIC values indicate that the models differ
appreciably, suggesting a preference for the LTA-DINA model.

Simulation Study Using Parameters Recovered from the FOC
data

To confirm that the estimates can be trusted, we conducted a simulation study using the
estimated parameter values from the FOC data application. We simulated data with the
same characteristics as the FOC data. Item responses of 109 students to 23 items measuring
4 skills were generated. The same Q-matrix in Table 5.1 was used. For the model parameters,
we used the point estimates obtained from the FOC data.

Table 5.4 presents the estimated parameter values from the simulated data. The data has
a small number of students (J=109) and the Q-matrix has the complex structure; thus, it
was a relatively tough case for estimation. The standard errors for the estimated parameters
were a bit large, but the point estimates were not very far from the generating values.

Figure 5.3 provides scatter plots comparing the GC-DINA item parameter estimates to
the generating values with 95% CIs. The logit thresholds were estimated for the guessing
and slipping parameters with standard errors on the logit scale. We first calculated 95%
CIs on the logit scale and then transformed the confidence limits to probabilities. Although
large standard errors were observed when the generating values are large, the parameters
were sufficiently recovered by the GC-DINA estimation.

Table 5.4: GC-DINA parameter estimates and standard errors for the simulated data using
parameters recovered from the FOC data.

ψ11 ψ22 ψ12 β σ2 λ01 λ02 λ03 λ04
True 7.20 0.42 -1.74 1.81 1.41 -0.30 -1.61 -6.52 -4.20
Est 7.70 0.60 -2.16 2.29 2.57 -1.08 -2.76 -8.55 -5.47
SE 3.47 0.36 1.10 0.40 1.63 0.47 0.70 1.55 1.09
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Figure 5.3: Scatter plots of GC-DINA item parameter estimates vs. generating values for
the simulated data using parameters recovered from the FOC data.

5.2 Problem Solving Test (PST) data

Data

The second dataset was obtained from a pre-post test cluster-randomized trial designed to
estimate the effects of combining explicit and anchored instruction on fraction computation
and problem solving. The experiment considered two instructional conditions: EAI and
business as usual (BAU), and random assignment was conducted at the school level. EAI
instruction includes five EAI units: KK, FOC, Fractions at Work (FAW), Hovercraft Project
(HOV), and Grand Pentathlon (GP). Teachers assigned to the BAU condition followed their
regular school math curriculum. To examine the effects of the EAI on students computation
and problem solving skills, two researcher-developed tests (Fractions Computation Test,
Problem-Solving Test) and two standardized achievement tests (two math sub-tests of the
ITBS) were administered prior to and following the instructional period.

We analyzed students’ responses of the Problem-Solving Test (PST). The test consists
of 21 items measuring “Ratios and Proportional Relationships”, “Measurement and Data”,
“Number and Operations-Fractions”, “Geometry” and “Statistics and Probability”. The
Q-matrix was developed with the simple structure where all items measure a single skill.
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Among 21 items, only one item measured “Statistics and Probability”, thus we excluded
that pair of skill and item. The final Q-matrix with 20 items and 4 skills given in Table 5.5
was used for our analysis.

The data consist of two samples. The first sample was obtained from special education
resource rooms in 31 middle schools and included 335 students with disabilities. The other
sample was obtained from regular education math classrooms in 24 middle schools and
included 471 students of whom 134 had disabilities in mathematics.

Table 5.5: Q-matrix for Problem Solving Test (PST).

Items Ratios and Measurement Number and Geometry
Proportional Relationships and Data Operations-Fractions

1 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0
3 0 1 0 0
4 0 0 1 0
5 0 0 1 0
6 0 0 1 0
7 0 0 1 0
8 0 0 1 0
9 0 1 0 0
10 0 1 0 0
11 0 1 0 0
12 0 1 0 0
13 1 0 0 0
14 1 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 1
16 0 0 0 1
17 1 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 1
19 0 0 0 1
20 0 0 0 1

Results

We fitted the GC-DINA model for two time points, which was described in Section 3.3. The
parameters were estimated with 15 integration points, the convergence criterion of 0.001 for
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the absolute change in the log-likelihood and the maximum number of EM iterations set to
500.

The estimated parameters for the structural part are given in Table 5.6, and the estimated
item parameters are given in Table 5.7. The estimated variances were very large at 11.07
and 14.50 for θj1 and θj2, respectively, and the estimated covariance between θj1 and θj2
was 11.53, corresponding to a correlation of 0.91. The estimated mean of θj2, µ̂2 = 2.05,
indicates that the higher-order latent traits increased on average from pre to post. In this
data, the higher-order latent trait can be considered as the overall mathematics knowledge
related to the four skills: Ratios and Proportional Relationships, Measurement and Data,
Number and Operations-Fractions and Geometry. The discrimination index of the items was
also investigated. As can be seen in the last column of Table 5.7, all odds ratios are greater
than 2 so no item was flagged. Also, monotonicity held for all items.

We estimated the proportions of students who mastered each skill at each time point
based on the predicted skill mastery from the GC-DINA model. These proportions are
given in Table 5.8. The result shows that the proportions of students who mastered each
skill increased from pre to post. For Ratios and Proportional Relationships, the proportion
increased to 0.59 from 0.39; for Measurement and Data, the proportion increased to 0.73
from 0.58; for Number and Operations-Fractions, the proportion increased to 0.52 from 0.31;
for Geometry, the proportion increased to 0.69 from 0.51.

Table 5.6: GC-DINA parameter estimates and standard errors for the PST data.

σ̂2
1 σ̂2

2 σ̂12 µ̂1 µ̂2 λ̂01 λ̂02 λ̂03 λ̂04
Est 11.07 14.50 11.53 0 2.05 -1.07 0.75 -1.91 0.16
SE 1.65 2.38 1.53 fixed 0.17 0.24 0.21 0.24 0.28

Simulation Study Using Parameters Recovered from the PST data

We conducted a simulation study to check whether our estimates appear to be trustworthy.
Item responses for 800 respondents to 20 items measuring four skills were generated. The
same Q-matrix as used for the PST data analysis was used. The higher-order latent traits
were generated from the following bivariate normal distribution:(

θ1j
θ2j

)
∼ N

[(
0
2

)
,

(
11 11
11 14

)]
.

For other parameters, the estimated GC-DINA model parameters from the PST data were
used as generating values.
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Table 5.7: GC-DINA item parameter estimates and standard errors for the PST data.

Item ĝ SE (ĝ) ŝ SE (ŝ) (1−ŝi)/ŝi
ĝi/(1−ĝi)

1 0.10 0.01 0.42 0.03 12.52
2 0.49 0.03 0.13 0.01 7.19
3 0.06 0.01 0.65 0.02 9.17
4 0.17 0.02 0.39 0.03 7.71
5 0.29 0.03 0.05 0.01 44.17
6 0.35 0.02 0.07 0.02 26.51
7 0.03 0.01 0.37 0.04 66.69
8 0.30 0.02 0.35 0.03 4.35
9 0.32 0.02 0.17 0.02 10.67
10 0.18 0.03 0.07 0.01 66.43
11 0.29 0.04 0.02 0.01 107.27
12 0.16 0.02 0.13 0.02 37.47
13 0.39 0.03 0.09 0.01 14.95
14 0.04 0.01 0.26 0.03 63.02
15 0.25 0.03 0.21 0.02 11.31
16 0.35 0.03 0.19 0.02 8.36
17 0.02 0.01 0.76 0.02 13.64
18 0.44 0.03 0.05 0.01 26.68
19 0.11 0.02 0.38 0.02 13.12
20 0.10 0.02 0.51 0.02 8.48

Table 5.8: Proportion of students predicted to have mastered each skill at each occasion for
the PST data.

Ratios and Measurement Number and Geometry
Time Proportional Relationships and Data Operations-Fractions

Time 1 0.39 0.58 0.31 0.51
Time 2 0.59 0.73 0.52 0.69

Table 5.9 presents the generating values and the estimated parameter values from the GC-
DINA model. The estimated parameter values were close enough to the generating values
for all parameters. Based on the scatter plots comparing the estimated item parameters
with the generating values in Figure 5.4, we can see that the item parameters were also
sufficiently recovered. This simulated data is a similar case to the case considered in Section
4.2. The data had a sufficient number of respondents (J=800) and the Q matrix was the
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simple Q-matrix used in the simulations, so this case is considered a relatively easy case for
estimation. Overall, the GC-DINA estimates show good parameter recovery even for the
large covariance matrix.

Table 5.9: GC-DINA parameter estimates and standard errors for the simulated data using
parameters recovered from the PST data.

σ2
1 σ2

2 σ12 µ1 µ2 λ01 λ02 λ03 λ04
True 11 14 11 0 2 -1.07 0.75 -1.91 0.16
Est 10.98 12.84 10.5 0 2.11 -1.08 0.62 -2.25 0.11
SE 1.44 1.74 1.16 fixed 0.15 0.20 0.16 0.20 0.18
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Figure 5.4: Scatter plots of GC-DINA item parameter estimates vs. generating values for
the simulated data using parameters recovered from the PST data.
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Chapter 6

Comparison of Longitudinal
Psychometric Models

6.1 Introduction

This chapter considers different longitudinal psychometric models described in Chapter 2
to examine their similarity when fitted to the same data. For simplicity and clarity, we
focus on the situation where there are two occasions, T = 2. We compare our GC-CDM to
the LTA-CDM (Li et al., 2016) and Andersen’s longitudinal IRT model (Andersen, 1985),
henceforth referred to as the longitudinal Rasch model. The LTA-CDM and the longitudinal
IRT model have similarities with the GC-CDM in that the LTA-CDM traces skill mastery
over time and the longitudinal Rasch model measures growth in the latent trait.

Using a data set generated from the GC-DINA model, our study focuses on the following
research questions:

1. What are the parameter estimates of the GC-DINA, LTA-DINA and longitudinal IRT
models?

2. How well do the models fit the data?

3. What are the predicted skill mastery profiles from the GC-DINA and the LTA-DINA
and how do they differ?

4. What are the predicted latent traits from the GC-DINA and the longitudinal IRT
model and how do they differ?
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6.2 Method

For the simulation study, the same dataset generated for simulation study 2 in Chapter 4 was
used. We give a brief summary of data generation here. Item responses of 1,000 persons to
20 items at 2 occasions were generated from the GC-DINA model. The assessment measures
four skills with the simple Q-matrix in Table 4.1. The latent traits for the two occasions
were generated from the following bivariate normal distribution:(

θ1j
θ2j

)
∼ N

[(
0

0.3

)
,

(
1 0.8

0.8 1

)]
.

For the higher-order structural model, the Rasch model was used with the intercepts, λ0 =
(1.51,−1.42,−0.66, 0.50)

′
. The guessing and slipping parameters were randomly generated

from an uniform distribution from 0.1 to 0.3, and were constant over time.
For the comparison, we considered the following models: the GC-DINA model described

in Section 3.3 with time-constant guessing and slipping parameters, the LTA-DINA model
with different transition probabilities for each skill and time-constant guessing and slipping
parameters, and the longitudinal Rasch model with a bivariate normal distribution of ability
and time-constant item difficulty parameters. The longitudianl IRT and GC-DINA model
therefore both assumed a bivariate normal distribution for the latent traits because a full
growth-curve model is not identified with two occasions. All models were fitted in Mplus,
and the codes for the LTA-DINA model and the longitudinal Rasch model are presented in
Appendix.

6.3 Results

Parameter Estimates and Model Fit

The estimated model parameters from the GC-DINA, LTA-DINA and longitudinal Rasch
model are given in Tables 6.1 to 6.4. Table 6.1 shows the estimated mean and covariance
matrix of θ for the GC-DINA and longitudinal Rasch models. The GC-DINA model esti-
mates are close to the generating values whereas the estimates from the longitudinal Rasch
model differ a little. In particular, the longitudinal Rasch model gives a smaller variance
of 0.52 for θ1 and 0.49 of θ2 and a smaller mean of θ2 of 0.09. In Table 6.2, the GC-DINA
model shows good parameter recovery for the higher-order structural parameters λ0.

Table 6.3 presents the estimated transition probabilities for the LTA-DINA model. pm1

indicates the probability of skill mastery at the first occasion; pm|n is the transition probabil-
ity from non-mastery to mastery; pm|m is the transition probability from mastery to mastery;
pn|m is the transition probability from mastery to non-mastery; pn|n is the transition prob-
ability from non-mastery to non-mastery. The model implies that, for the first time point,
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76% of respondents have mastered skill 1, 23% of respondents have mastered skill 2, 38% of
respondents have mastered skill 3, and 59% of respondents have mastered skill 4. pm|n can
be interpreted as the learning rate, which can be used as an index when evaluating a certain
educational intervention performed between two time points—skill 1 has the highest learn
rate of 0.77 and skill 2 has the lowest rate of 0.23.

Table 6.4 shows the generating values and estimates of item parameters. The estimated
guessing and slipping parameters for the GC-DINA and LTA-DINA are very similar to each
other (the difference is less than 0.01), and they sufficiently recover the generating values,
taking into account the estimated standard errors except for the slipping parameter of item
3—in the GC-DINA, the point estimate is 0.07 and differs from the true value of 0.12 by more
than three standard errors. The estimated item difficulty parameters from the longitudinal
Rasch model are also reported, but they cannot be directly compared with the guessing and
slipping parameters.

We examined the model fit of each model. Table 6.5 presents the following model fit
information: log-likelihood (=the maximum log-likelihood for the model), number of pa-
rameters, Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The
AIC is defined as −2× log-likelihood + 2× number of parameters; and the BIC is defined as
−2× log-likelihood + ln(N)×number of parameters where N is the number of observations.
For the AIC and BIC, the smallest value suggests the preferred model so the GC-DINA
is the best-fitting model among the three models—the AIC is 47,100.47 for the GC-DINA,
47,272.96 for the LTA-DINA and 50,765.54 for the longitudinal Rasch model; and the BIC
is 47,336.04 for the GC-DINA, 47,528.16 for the LTA-DINA and 50,883.33 for the longitu-
dinal Rasch model. The AIC and BIC suggest that the GC-DINA is more similar to the
LTA-DINA and is more different from the longitudinal Rasch model in terms of the model
fit.

Table 6.1: Parameter estimates for the GC-DINA model and the longitudinal Rasch model.

Ê(θ1) Ê(θ2) v̂ar(θ1) v̂ar(θ2) ĉov(θ1, θ2)
Generating values 0 0.3 1 1 0.8

GC-DINA 0 (fixed) 0.27 1.06 0.88 0.82
Longitudinal Rasch 0 (fixed) 0.09 0.52 0.49 0.17
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Table 6.2: Higher-order structural parameter estimates for the GC-DINA model.

λ̂01 (SE) λ̂02 (SE) λ̂03 (SE) λ̂04 (SE)
Generating values 1.51 -1.42 -0.66 0.50

GC-DINA 1.55 (0.11) -1.43 (0.09) -0.66 (0.08) 0.40 (0.10)

Table 6.3: Parameter estimates for the LTA-DINA model.

p̂m1 p̂m|n p̂m|m p̂n|m p̂n|n
Skill 1 0.76 (0.02) 0.77 (0.04) 0.86 (0.02) 0.14 (0.02) 0.23 (0.04)
Skill 2 0.23 (0.02) 0.23 (0.02) 0.41 (0.04) 0.59 (0.04) 0.77 (0.02)
Skill 3 0.38 (0.02) 0.39 (0.02) 0.44 (0.03) 0.56 (0.03) 0.61 (0.02)
Skill 4 0.59 (0.02) 0.51 (0.04) 0.72 (0.03) 0.28 (0.03) 0.49 (0.04)

Table 6.4: Item parameter estimates for the GC-DINA model, the LTA-DINA model, and the
longitudinal Rasch model.

True GC-DINA LTA-DINA L-Rascha

Guess Slip Guess Slip Guess Slip Difficulty

Item1 0.20 0.19 0.24 (0.03) 0.20 (0.01) 0.23 (0.03) 0.20 (0.01) 0.85 (0.06)
Item2 0.24 0.26 0.23 (0.01) 0.27 (0.02) 0.23 (0.01) 0.26 (0.02) -0.68 (0.05)
Item3 0.26 0.12 0.27 (0.01) 0.07 (0.01) 0.27 (0.01) 0.07 (0.02) -0.32 (0.05)
Item4 0.12 0.29 0.13 (0.01) 0.30 (0.02) 0.13 (0.01) 0.30 (0.02) -0.70 (0.06)
Item5 0.23 0.14 0.23 (0.01) 0.15 (0.02) 0.22 (0.01) 0.15 (0.02) -0.16 (0.05)
Item6 0.19 0.18 0.21 (0.01) 0.19 (0.02) 0.21 (0.01) 0.20 (0.02) -0.29 (0.05)
Item7 0.12 0.24 0.12 (0.01) 0.22 (0.02) 0.12 (0.01) 0.22 (0.02) -0.58 (0.05)
Item8 0.12 0.21 0.12 (0.01) 0.22 (0.02) 0.12 (0.01) 0.23 (0.02) -0.58 (0.05)
Item9 0.17 0.13 0.19 (0.01) 0.16 (0.02) 0.19 (0.01) 0.16 (0.02) -0.71 (0.06)
Item10 0.20 0.24 0.20 (0.01) 0.24 (0.02) 0.20 (0.01) 0.24 (0.02) -0.76 (0.06)
Item11 0.27 0.24 0.29 (0.01) 0.21 (0.02) 0.29 (0.01) 0.21 (0.02) -0.43 (0.05)
Item12 0.12 0.21 0.12 (0.01) 0.22 (0.02) 0.12 (0.01) 0.22 (0.02) -1.04 (0.06)
Item13 0.26 0.28 0.25 (0.03) 0.28 (0.01) 0.25 (0.03) 0.28 (0.01) 0.54 (0.05)
Item14 0.28 0.16 0.28 (0.03) 0.15 (0.01) 0.28 (0.03) 0.15 (0.01) 1.10 (0.06)
Item15 0.29 0.27 0.30 (0.02) 0.25 (0.02) 0.30 (0.02) 0.25 (0.02) 0.29 (0.06)
Item16 0.23 0.26 0.26 (0.02) 0.27 (0.02) 0.26 (0.02) 0.27 (0.02) 0.17 (0.05)
Item17 0.13 0.12 0.11 (0.03) 0.11 (0.01) 0.11 (0.03) 0.11 (0.01) 1.09 (0.06)
Item18 0.16 0.29 0.15 (0.02) 0.28 (0.02) 0.14 (0.02) 0.28 (0.02) -0.07 (0.06)
Item19 0.15 0.21 0.17 (0.02) 0.22 (0.02) 0.17 (0.02) 0.23 (0.02) 0.14 (0.06)
Item20 0.28 0.26 0.29 (0.02) 0.24 (0.01) 0.29 (0.02) 0.24 (0.01) 0.32 (0.05)

Note: Standard errors in parentheses
a L-Rasch = Longitudinal Rasch
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Table 6.5: Model fit information of the GC-DINA model, the LTA-DINA model, and the
longitudinal Rasch model.

Model Log-likelihood # of parameters AIC BIC
GC-DINA -23,502.23 48 47,100.47 47,336.04
LTA-DINA -23,584.48 52 47,272.96 47,528.16

Longitudinal Rasch -25,358.77 24 50,765.54 50,883.33

Predicted Skill Mastery from the GC-DINA and LTA-DINA

As a comparison between the GC-DINA and LTA-DINA, we evaluated the ability of the
models to predict respondents’ skill mastery. The predicted skill mastery vector for respon-
dent j can be represented as α̂j = (α̂j11, α̂j21, α̂j31, α̂j41, α̂j12, α̂j22, α̂j32, α̂j42)

′
, where αjkt

indicates respondent j’s mastery state of skill k at time t (1: mastery, 0: non-mastery),
k = 1, ..., 4, t = 1, 2.

We first considered the proportion of correctly classified skills (i.e., skill level classification
rate; referred to as PCS ) and the proportion of correctly classified skill profile vectors (i.e.,
vector level classification rate; referred to as PCV ). The PCS and PCV were calculated (1) for
both two time points (t=1 & t=2) based on (α̂j11, α̂j21, α̂j31, α̂j41, α̂j12, α̂j22, α̂j32, α̂j42)

′
, (2) for

the first occasion (t=1) based on (α̂j11, α̂j21, α̂j31, α̂j41)
′
, and (3) for the second occasion (t=2)

based on (α̂j12, α̂j22, α̂j32, α̂j42)
′
. The PCS and PCV were calculated using the ClassRate()

function in the GDINA R package.

Table 6.6: Proportion of correctly classified skills (PCS) and last element of the proportion
of correctly classified skill profile vectors (PCV) for the GC-DINA model and the LTA-DINA
model.

t=1 & t=2 t=1 t=2
Model PCS PCV PCS PCV PCS PCV

GC-DINA 0.95 0.64 0.94 0.79 0.95 0.81
LTA-DINA 0.94 0.63 0.94 0.79 0.94 0.79

Table 6.6 shows that the GC-DINA and the LTA-DINA have very similar accuracy rates
in terms of skill mastery prediction. At the skill level, based on the PCS, 94 to 95% of skill
mastery indicators were correctly classified in both models at each occasion and across occa-
sions. At the vector level, based on the last element of PCV which indicates the proportion
of all elements in the vector being correctly classified, 63 to 64% of the skill mastery profiles
were correctly classified across the time point; 79% were correct for the first occasion; and
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79 to 81% were correct for the second occasion. Overall, the GC-DINA shows slightly better
accuracy rates than the LTA-DINA.

In addition, we also compared the model-implied marginal probability of having each
skill at each time point for the GC-DINA and LTA-DINA models. The model-implied
marginal probabilities of skill mastery for the GC-DINA can be obtained using numerical
integration over θ. This calculation is available using the xtrhoi function in Stata. For
the LTA-DINA model, these probabilities are obtained by multiplying prior and transition
probabilities for each skill. The calculated probabilities are given in Table 6.7. The model-
implied probabilities of having each skill at each time point were nearly the same for the
GD-DINA and LTA-DINA. This confirms that the two models provide similar information
in terms of prediction of skill mastery although they measure learning over time in different
ways.

Table 6.7: Model-implied probability of having each skill at each time point for the GC-DINA
model and the LTA-DINA model.

t=1 t=2
GC-DINA LTA-DINA GC-DINA LTA-DINA

Skill 1 0.78 0.77 0.83 0.84
Skill 2 0.23 0.23 0.27 0.28
Skill 3 0.37 0.38 0.42 0.41
Skill 4 0.58 0.59 0.64 0.64

Predicted Latent Traits from the GC-DINA and Longitudinal
Rasch

de la Torre & Douglas (2004) discussed that the higher-order latent trait can be viewed as the
analog of the latent trait in traditional IRT models. They demonstrated a high correlation
between the predicted higher-order latent traits and the abilities from the 2PL IRT model—
the correlation of 0.96 was reported in the application using the fraction subtraction test
data (Tatsuoka, 1990). This is one of the advantages of the HO-DINA model as it estimates
both skill mastery and latent trait in the same analysis.

To examine if this high correlation holds for the longitudinal models, we also compared
the predicted latent traits from the GC-DINA and the longitudinal Rasch models at each
time point. One difference from the correlation study of de la Torre & Douglas (2004) is
that we used the Rasch model instead of the 2PL model.

Figure 6.1 shows scatter plots of the latent trait predictions versus the generating values
at each occasion. In the first row, the GC-DINA estimates were compared to the generating
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values; the correlation is 0.67 at both time points. The second row shows the comparison
of the longitudinal Rasch estimates to the generating values; the correlations are 0.59 at
time 1 and 0.57 at time 2. These results suggest that our GC-DINA estimates have higher
correlation with the generating values than the longitudinal Rasch estimates, which was
expected as the data were generated from the GC-DINA model. In Figure 6.2, the GC-DINA
estimates and the longitudinal Rasch estimates were compared each other. The correlations
are 0.87 at time 1 and 0.85 at time 2, which indicates high correspondence between the two
estimates.
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Figure 6.1: Scatter plots of predicted higher-order latent traits vs. generating values: (1) GC-
DINA estimates vs. generating values and (2) longitudinal Rasch estimates vs. generating
values. The estimated correlation, r, is in parenthesis.
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Figure 6.2: Scatter plots of predicted higher-order latent traits: GC-DINA estimates vs.
longitudinal Rasch estimates. The estimated correlation, r, is in parenthesis.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this dissertation, GC-CDMs were proposed to incorporate learning over time into the
cognitive assessment framework. GC-CDMs include a higher-order latent trait interpretable
as a more broadly defined general ability associated with skills, and the relationship between
the higher-order latent trait and skills can be specified by the Rasch model, i.e., skills play
the role of items and skill masteries for different skills are conditionally independent given
the higher-order latent trait. GC-CDMs trace changes in the higher-order latent trait over
time by latent growth modeling, and simultaneously trace students’ skill mastery through
the CDM measurement model.

For estimation of GC-CDMs, we used marginal likelihood estimation with the nested
integration to lessen the high-dimensional computation problem. By using the nested inte-
gration, the likelihood has the same structure as a multilevel model in which occasions are
nested within persons, and the MLE requires only 3-dimensional integration regardless of
the number of time points.

Relevant issues for estimating GC-CDMs were also discussed. In terms of modeling the
relationship between the higher-order latent trait and the multiple skills, we showed that,
for the case of a single time point, parameters of the HO-DINA model were estimated more
precisely when using the Rasch model than when using the 2PL model. In addition, we
addressed the model identification issue when only two time points are available. In such
cases, we suggested an alternative approach of using a bivariate normal distribution to model
the correlation between the higher-order latent traits at the two occasions.

Through simulation studies, parameter recovery of the GC-DINA model was examined.
In the first simulation study, we focused on parameter recovery under differing conditions
to investigate the effects of the following factors on model estimates: the design of the Q-
matrix, the number of respondents and the number of time points. We found that the point
estimates deteriorated when switching from the simple to the complex Q-matrix; and the
standard errors of the estimates increased for the smaller sample size. We did not observe a
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significant effect of the number of time points based on the comparison between three time
points and four time points. Overall, across all conditions, the GC-DINA model estimates
showed good recovery, especially the average growth (which is the parameter of interest).
The results imply that the simpler design of the Q-matrix and larger sample size would be
preferable for better estimates of GC-CDMs. However, this conclusion is tentative because
these results were based on only on replication per model. In the second simulation study, we
focused on the analysis of pre-post assessment data when only two time points are available.
The GC-DINA defined for two time points was applied, and it had good parameter recovery.

The application of the GC-DINA model to real data was illustrated by using two datasets
from multi-wave experiments designed to assess the effects of EAI treatments on mathematics
achievement. Both the regular GC-DINA model and the GC-DINA model for two time points
were applied and provided useful interpretations in terms of both growth in the higher-order
latent trait and changes in skill mastery status over time.

Another contribution of this dissertation is a review of the literature on other longitudinal
psychometric models—longitudinal IRT models, latent transition analysis with CDMs and
dynamic Bayesian Networks. Then we examined similarities among the GC-CDM, the LTA-
CDM and the longitudinal IRT model in a simulation study. Using a simulated data for two
occasions from the GC-DINA model, we compared the GC-DINA model, the LTA-DINA
model and the longitudinal IRT model. We found similarities between the GC-DINA model
and the LTA-DINA model in terms of the predicted skill mastery; and between the GC-
DINA model and the longitudinal IRT model in terms of the predicted higher-order latent
trait.

There are several potential avenues for future work. In terms of model performance,
future research could investigate how to improve the efficiency of estimation and develop
model diagnostics for GC-CDMs. In addition, the possible extensions discussed in Section 3
could be further investigated. Specifically, it would be interesting to (1) allow skill and time
specific learning and (2) incorporatie respondents’ covariates into the model.
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Appendix A

R and Mplus Codes for Chapter 3

A.1 R code generating data from the HO-DINA with

the Rasch model

# number of respondents

J <- 1000

# number of items

I <- 20

# number of skills

K <- 4

# Q-matrix

Q <- t(matrix(c(1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,

0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,

0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1),K,I))

rownames(Q) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

# skill profile patterns

alpha_patt <- as.matrix(expand.grid(c(0,1),c(0,1),c(0,1),c(0 ,1)))

colnames(alpha_patt) <- paste0("A", 1:4)

# slip and guess

set.seed (1234)

slip <- runif(I,0.1 ,0.3)

guess <- runif(I,0.1 ,0.3)
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# higher -order structural parameters

lambda0 <- c(1.51, -1.42, -0.66, 0.5)

# higher -order latent trait

theta <- rnorm(J,0,1)

# find the prob of respondent j having skill k

eta.jk <- matrix(0,J,K)

for (j in 1:J){

for (k in 1:K){

eta.jk[j,k] <- exp(theta[j]+ lambda0[k])

/(1+exp(theta[j]+ lambda0[k]))

}

}

# generate a respondent ’s true latent class (skill profile)

A <- matrix(0,J,K)

for (j in 1:J){

for (k in 1:K){

A[j,k] <- rbinom(1,1,eta.jk[j,k])

}

}

# calculate if respondents have all skills needed for each item

xi_ind <- matrix(0,J,I)

for (j in 1:J){

for (i in 1:I){

xi_ind[j,i] <- prod(A[j,]^Q[i,])

}

}

# generate prob of correct response and sample responses

prob.correct <- matrix(0,J,I)

y <- matrix(0,J,I)

for (j in 1:J){

for (i in 1:I){

prob.correct[j,i] <- ((1-slip[i])^xi_ind[j,i])

* (guess[i]^(1-xi_ind[j,i]))

y[j,i] <- rbinom(1,1,prob.correct[j,i])

}

}
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A.2 R code generating data from the HO-DINA with

the 2PL model

# number of respondents

J <- 1000

# number of items

I <- 20

# number of skills

K <- 4

# Q-matrix

Q <- t(matrix(c(1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,

0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,

0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1),K,I))

rownames(Q) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

# skill profile patterns

alpha_patt <- as.matrix(expand.grid(c(0,1),c(0,1),c(0,1),c(0 ,1)))

colnames(alpha_patt) <- paste0("A", 1:4)

# slip and guess

set.seed (1234)

slip <- runif(I,0.1 ,0.3)

guess <- runif(I,0.1 ,0.3)

# higher -order structural parameters

lambda0 <- c(1.51, -1.42, -0.66, 0.5)

lambda1 <- c(1.34, 0.65, 1.11, 0.97)

# higher -order latent trait

theta <- rnorm(J,0,1)

# find the prob of respondent j having skill k

eta.jk <- matrix(0,J,K)

for (j in 1:J){

for (k in 1:K){

eta.jk[j,k] <- exp(lambda1[k]*theta[j]+ lambda0[k])

/(1+exp(lambda1[k]*theta[j]+ lambda0[k]))

}
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}

# generate a respondent ’s true latent class (skill profile)

A <- matrix(0,J,K)

for (j in 1:J){

for (k in 1:K){

A[j,k] <- rbinom(1,1,eta.jk[j,k])

}

}

# calculate if respondents have all skills needed for each item

xi_ind <- matrix(0,J,I)

for (j in 1:J){

for (i in 1:I){

xi_ind[j,i] <- prod(A[j,]^Q[i,])

}

}

# generate prob of correct response and sample responses

prob.correct <- matrix(0,J,I)

y <- matrix(0,J,I)

for (j in 1:J){

for (i in 1:I){

prob.correct[j,i] <- ((1-slip[i])^xi_ind[j,i])

* (guess[i]^(1-xi_ind[j,i]))

y[j,i] <- rbinom(1,1,prob.correct[j,i])

}

}

A.3 Mplus code of the HO-DINA with the Rasch

model

TITLE: !HO -DINA example: 20 item , 4 attribute data set.

DATA:

FILE IS data_rasch.txt;

VARIABLE:

NAMES = x1-x20;

USEVARIABLE = x1-x20;

CATEGORICAL = x1-x20;
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CLASSES = c1(2) c2(2) c3(2) c4(2);

ANALYSIS:

TYPE=MIXTURE;

STARTS =0;

ALGORITHM=INTEGRATION;

INTEGRATION =20;

PROC =4;

CONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

H1CONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

LOGCRITERION = 0.000001;

RLOGCRITERION = 0.000001;

MCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MCCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MUCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MODEL:

%OVERALL%

f BY;

c1 c2 c3 c4 ON f@1;

[f@0];

f*1;

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 1 [0,0,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );
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[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 2 [1,0,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 3 [0,1,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );
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[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 4 [0,0,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 5 [0,0,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );
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[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 6 [1,1,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 7 [1,0,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);
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[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 8 [1,0,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 9 [0,1,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);
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[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 10 [0,1,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 11 [0,0,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);
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[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 12 [1,1,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 13 [1,1,0,1];
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[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 14 [1,0,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );
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[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 15 [0,1,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 16 [1,1,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );
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[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

MODEL CONSTRAINT:

!ITEM 1:

NEW(l1_0 l1_e);

t1_1=-(l1_0);

t1_2=-(l1_0+l1_e);

l1_e >0;

!ITEM 2:

NEW(l2_0 l2_e);

t2_1=-(l2_0);

t2_2=-(l2_0+l2_e);

l2_e >0;

!ITEM 3:

NEW(l3_0 l3_e);

t3_1=-(l3_0);

t3_2=-(l3_0+l3_e);

l3_e >0;

!ITEM 4:

NEW(l4_0 l4_e);

t4_1=-(l4_0);

t4_2=-(l4_0+l4_e);

l4_e >0;

!ITEM 5:

NEW(l5_0 l5_e);

t5_1=-(l5_0);

t5_2=-(l5_0+l5_e);

l5_e >0;

!ITEM 6:

NEW(l6_0 l6_e);

t6_1=-(l6_0);

t6_2=-(l6_0+l6_e);
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l6_e >0;

!ITEM 7:

NEW(l7_0 l7_e);

t7_1=-(l7_0);

t7_2=-(l7_0+l7_e);

l7_e >0;

!ITEM 8:

NEW(l8_0 l8_e);

t8_1=-(l8_0);

t8_2=-(l8_0+l8_e);

l8_e >0;

!ITEM 9:

NEW(l9_0 l9_e);

t9_1=-(l9_0);

t9_2=-(l9_0+l9_e);

l9_e >0;

!ITEM 10:

NEW(l10_0 l10_e);

t10_1=-(l10_0);

t10_2=-(l10_0+l10_e);

l10_e >0;

!ITEM 11:

NEW(l11_0 l11_e);

t11_1=-(l11_0);

t11_2=-(l11_0+l11_e);

l11_e >0;

!ITEM 12:

NEW(l12_0 l12_e);

t12_1=-(l12_0);

t12_2=-(l12_0+l12_e);

l12_e >0;

!ITEM 13:

NEW(l13_0 l13_e);

t13_1=-(l13_0);
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t13_2=-(l13_0+l13_e);

l13_e >0;

!ITEM 14:

NEW(l14_0 l14_e);

t14_1=-(l14_0);

t14_2=-(l14_0+l14_e);

l14_e >0;

!ITEM 15:

NEW(l15_0 l15_e);

t15_1=-(l15_0);

t15_2=-(l15_0+l15_e);

l15_e >0;

!ITEM 16:

NEW(l16_0 l16_e);

t16_1=-(l16_0);

t16_2=-(l16_0+l16_e);

l16_e >0;

!ITEM 17:

NEW(l17_0 l17_e);

t17_1=-(l17_0);

t17_2=-(l17_0+l17_e);

l17_e >0;

!ITEM 18:

NEW(l18_0 l18_e);

t18_1=-(l18_0);

t18_2=-(l18_0+l18_e);

l18_e >0;

!ITEM 19:

NEW(l19_0 l19_e);

t19_1=-(l19_0);

t19_2=-(l19_0+l19_e);

l19_e >0;

!ITEM 20:

NEW(l20_0 l20_e);
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t20_1=-(l20_0);

t20_2=-(l20_0+l20_e);

l20_e >0;

A.4 MODEL command syntax of the Mplus code of the

HO-DINA with the 2PL model

The same code as A.3 except for the following command:

MODEL:

%OVERALL%

f BY;

c1 c2 c3 c4 ON f*1;

[f*0];

f@1;
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Appendix B

R and Mplus Codes for Chapter 4

B.1 R code for the simulation study for comparison

between the simple and complex Q-matrix for

the simple DINA model

# load the GDINA package

library(GDINA)

# load the mclust package

library(mclust)

# number of respondents

J <- 1000

# number of items

I <- 20

# number of skills

K <- 4

# number of skill mastery profiles

C <- 2^K

# skill profile patterns

alpha_patt <- as.matrix(expand.grid(c(0,1), c(0,1), c(0,1), c(0 ,1)))

colnames(alpha_patt) <- paste0("A", 1:4)

# probabilities that respondents master each skill

eta <- c()

eta[1] <- 0.3
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eta[2] <- 0.6

eta[3] <- 0.8

eta[4] <- 0.2

eta[5] <- 0.7

# probabilities for the 16 skill profiles

alpha_prob <- rep(1, nrow(alpha_patt))

for (i in 1:nrow(alpha_patt)) {

for (j in 1:ncol(alpha_patt)) {

alpha_prob[i] <- alpha_prob[i] * eta[j]^alpha_patt[i, j]

* (1 - eta[j])^(1 - alpha_patt[i, j])

}

}

# slip and guess

# following values were gerernated from runif(I,0.1 ,0.3)

slip <- c(0.192 ,0.260 ,0.119 ,0.291 ,0.143 ,0.182 ,0.237 ,0.209 ,0.134 ,0.241 ,

0.238 ,0.206 ,0.279 ,0.164 , 0.266 ,0.256 ,0.118 ,0.291 ,0.210 ,0.264)

guess <- c(0.201 ,0.242 ,0.263 ,0.122 ,0.230 ,0.186 ,0.119 ,0.117 ,0.174 ,0.205 ,

0.274 ,0.123 ,0.265 ,0.278 , 0.293 ,0.233 ,0.133 ,0.165 ,0.150 ,0.283)

# Generate a respondent ’s true latent skill profile

ind <- sample(x = 1:C, size = J, replace = TRUE , prob = alpha_prob)

A <- alpha_patt[ind , ] # true skill profiles

# 1. DINA with the simple Q-matrix

# the simple Q-matrix

Q_simple <- t(matrix(c(1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,

0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,

1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1),K,I))

rownames(Q_simple) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q_simple) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

# calculate an indicator whether respondents have all skills

# needed for each item

xi_ind_simple <- matrix(0, J, I)

for (j in 1:J) {

for (i in 1:I) {

xi_ind_simple[j, i] <- prod(A[j, ]^Q_simple[i, ])

}
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}

# generate probability correct and sample responses

prob_correct_simple <- matrix(0, J, I)

y_simple <- matrix(0, J, I)

for (j in 1:J) {

for (i in 1:I) {

prob_correct_simple[j, i] <- ((1 - slip[i])^xi_ind_simple[j, i])

* (guess[i]^(1 - xi_ind_simple[j, i]))

y_simple[j, i] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob_correct_simple[j, i])

}

}

# fit the DINA model

mod_simpleQ <- GDINA(dat = y_simple , Q = Q_simple , model = "DINA")

# calculate PCS and PCV

CR_simple <- ClassRate(A,personparm(mod_simpleQ ))

CR_simple

# 2. DINA with the complex Q-matrix

# the complex Q-matrix

Q_complex <-matrix(0,I,K)

Q_complex[c(1:8 ,11 ,12 ,14 ,16:20) ,1] <-1

Q_complex[c(3:12 ,14 ,15) ,2] <-1

Q_complex[c(11:14 ,20) ,3] <-1

Q_complex[c(10:12 ,14:16) ,4] <-1

rownames(Q_complex) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q_complex) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

# calculate an indicator whether respondents have all skills

# needed for each item

xi_ind_complex <- matrix(0, J, I)

for (j in 1:J) {

for (i in 1:I) {

xi_ind_complex[j, i] <- prod(A[j, ]^Q_complex[i, ])

}

}

# generate probability correct and sample responses

prob_correct_complex <- matrix(0, J, I)
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y_complex <- matrix(0, J, I)

for (j in 1:J) {

for (i in 1:I) {

prob_correct_complex[j, i] <- ((1 - slip[i])^xi_ind_complex[j, i])

* (guess[i]^(1 - xi_ind_complex[j, i]))

y_complex[j, i] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob_correct_complex[j, i])

}

}

# fit the DINA model

mod_complexQ <- GDINA(dat = y_complex , Q = Q_complex , model = "DINA")

# calculate PCS and PCV

CR_complex <- ClassRate(A,personparm(mod_complexQ ))

CR_complex

# create skill profile labels for the true profile

A_label <-c()

for (i in 1:J){

A_label[i] <- as.numeric(paste(A[i,], collapse = ""))

}

# create labels for the predicted skill profiles with the simple Q

model_simple_label <-c()

for (i in 1:J){

model_simple_label[i]

<- as.numeric(paste(personparm(mod_simpleQ )[i,], collapse = ""))

}

# create labels for the predicted skill profiles with the complex Q

model_complex_label <-c()

for (i in 1:J){

model_complex_label[i]

<- as.numeric(paste(personparm(mod_complexQ )[i,], collapse = ""))

}

# calculate ARI

adjustedRandIndex(A_label ,model_simple_label)

adjustedRandIndex(A_label ,model_complex_label)
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B.2 R code generating six data sets for Model 1 to

Model 6

Model 1

# load required packages

library(MASS)

library(boot)

# number of respondents

J<-1000

# number of items

I<-20

# number of skills

K<-4

# number of time points

t<-3

# id & time

id<-rep (1:J,each=t)

time <-rep(c(0:(t-1)),J)

# covariance matrix for random effects

psi_11<-0.4

psi_22<-0.02

cov_12<-0.02

var_re<-matrix(c(psi_11,cov_12,cov_12,psi_22),2,2)

# generate random effects

set.seed (1)

re<-mvrnorm(n=J,mu=c(0,0.3), Sigma=var_re)

fb <- rep(re[,1],each=t) # random intercept

rs <- rep(re[,2],each=t) # beta+random slope

fw <-rnorm(J*t,0,sqrt (0.6)) #level -1 errors

# intercepts for the higher -order Rascho model

lambda0 <- c(1.51, -1.42, -0.66, 0.5)

lambda1 <- 1
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# Q-matrix

Q <- t(matrix(c(1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,

0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,

0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1),K,I))

rownames(Q) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

# skill profile patterns

alpha_patt <- as.matrix(expand.grid(c(0,1),c(0,1),c(0,1),c(0 ,1)))

colnames(alpha_patt) <- paste0("A", 1:4)

alpha_patt

# slip and guess

slip <- c(0.192 ,0.260 ,0.119 ,0.291 ,0.143 ,0.182 ,0.237 ,0.209 ,0.134 ,

0.241 ,0.238 ,0.206 ,0.279 ,0.164 , 0.266 ,0.256 ,0.118 ,0.291 ,0.210 ,0.264)

guess <- c(0.201 ,0.242 ,0.263 ,0.122 ,0.230 ,0.186 ,0.119 ,0.117 ,0.174 ,

0.205 ,0.274 ,0.123 ,0.265 ,0.278 ,0.293 ,0.233 ,0.133 ,0.165 ,0.150 ,0.283)

# true higher -order latent trait

ability <- fb + fw + rs*time

# prob of respondent j having skill k

eta.jk <- matrix(NA , J*t, K)

for (j in 1:(J*t)){

eta.jk[j,] <- inv.logit(ability[j]+ lambda0)

}

# generate a respondent ’s true skill profile

A <- matrix(NA , J*t, K)

for (j in 1:(J*t)){

for (k in 1:K) {

A[j, k] <- rbinom(1, 1, eta.jk[j, k])

}

}

# calculate if respondents have all skills needed for each item

xi_ind <- matrix(NA , J*t, I)

for (j in 1:(J*t)) {

for (i in 1:I) {

xi_ind[j, i] <- prod(A[j, ]^Q[i, ])

}
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}

# generate prob correct and sample responses

prob.correct <- matrix(NA , J*t, I)

y <- matrix(NA , J*t, I)

for (j in 1:(J*t)){

for (i in 1:I) {

prob.correct[j, i] <- ((1 - slip[i])^xi_ind[j, i])

* (guess[i]^(1 - xi_ind[j,i]))

y[j,i] <- rbinom(1,1,prob.correct[j,i])

}

}

Model 2 to Model 6

• For Model 2, the same R code as Model 1 was used except for the Q-matrix specifica-
tion.

# Q-matrix

Q<-matrix(0,I,K)

Q[c(1:8 ,11 ,12 ,14 ,16:20) ,1] <-1

Q[c(3:12 ,14 ,15) ,2] <-1

Q[c(11:14 ,20) ,3] <-1

Q[c(10:12 ,14:16) ,4] <-1

rownames(Q) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

• For Model 3, the same R code as Model 1 was used except for the number of respon-
dents.

# number of respondents

J<-500

• For Model 4, the same R code as Model 1 was used except for the Q-matrix and the
number of respondents.

# number of respondents

J<-500

# Q-matrix

Q<-matrix(0,I,K)

Q[c(1:8 ,11 ,12 ,14 ,16:20) ,1] <-1

Q[c(3:12 ,14 ,15) ,2] <-1
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Q[c(11:14 ,20) ,3] <-1

Q[c(10:12 ,14:16) ,4] <-1

rownames(Q) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

• For Model 5, the same R code as Model 1 was used except for the number of time
points and the number of respondents.

# number of respondents

J<-500

# number of time points

t<-4

• For Model 6, the same R code as Model 1 was used except for the Q-matrix, the number
of time points and the number of respondents.

# number of respondents

J<-500

# number of time points

t<-4

# Q-matrix

Q<-matrix(0,I,K)

Q[c(1:8 ,11 ,12 ,14 ,16:20) ,1] <-1

Q[c(3:12 ,14 ,15) ,2] <-1

Q[c(11:14 ,20) ,3] <-1

Q[c(10:12 ,14:16) ,4] <-1

rownames(Q) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

B.3 Mplus code for fitting the GC-DINA model for

Model 1 to Model 6

Mplus code used for Model 1, Model 3, and Model 5 (with the
simple Q-matrix)

TITLE: !GC -DINA: 20 item , 4 attribute data set.
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DATA:

FILE IS responses.txt;

VARIABLE:

NAMES = id time x1-x20;

USEVARIABLE = id time x1-x20;

CLUSTER = id;

CATEGORICAL = x1-x20;

CLASSES = c1(2) c2(2) c3(2) c4(2);

WITHIN = time x1 -x20;

ANALYSIS:

TYPE=MIXTURE TWOLEVEL RANDOM;

ALGORITHM=INTEGRATION;

ESTIMATOR IS ML;

LINK IS LOGIT;

PROC =4; STARTS =0;

CONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

H1CONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

LOGCRITERION = 0.000001;

RLOGCRITERION = 0.000001;

MCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MCCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MUCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MODEL:

%WITHIN%

%OVERALL%

fw BY;

c1 c2 c3 c4 on fw@1;

s | fw ON time;

%BETWEEN%

%OVERALL%

fb BY;

c1 c2 c3 c4 on fb@1;

[s] (1);

fb WITH s;

%WITHIN%

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 1 [0,0,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);
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[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 2 [1,0,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );
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%c1#1.c2#2.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 3 [0,1,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 4 [0,0,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );
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[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 5 [0,0,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 6 [1,1,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );
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[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 7 [1,0,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 8 [1,0,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );
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[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 9 [0,1,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 10 [0,1,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);
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[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 11 [0,0,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 12 [1,1,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);
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[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 13 [1,1,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 14 [1,0,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);
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[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 15 [0,1,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 16 [1,1,1,1];
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[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

MODEL CONSTRAINT:

!ITEM 1:

NEW(l1_0 l1_e);

t1_1=-(l1_0);

t1_2=-(l1_0+l1_e);

l1_e >0;

!ITEM 2:

NEW(l2_0 l2_e);

t2_1=-(l2_0);

t2_2=-(l2_0+l2_e);

l2_e >0;

!ITEM 3:

NEW(l3_0 l3_e);

t3_1=-(l3_0);

t3_2=-(l3_0+l3_e);

l3_e >0;

!ITEM 4:
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NEW(l4_0 l4_e);

t4_1=-(l4_0);

t4_2=-(l4_0+l4_e);

l4_e >0;

!ITEM 5:

NEW(l5_0 l5_e);

t5_1=-(l5_0);

t5_2=-(l5_0+l5_e);

l5_e >0;

!ITEM 6:

NEW(l6_0 l6_e);

t6_1=-(l6_0);

t6_2=-(l6_0+l6_e);

l6_e >0;

!ITEM 7:

NEW(l7_0 l7_e);

t7_1=-(l7_0);

t7_2=-(l7_0+l7_e);

l7_e >0;

!ITEM 8:

NEW(l8_0 l8_e);

t8_1=-(l8_0);

t8_2=-(l8_0+l8_e);

l8_e >0;

!ITEM 9:

NEW(l9_0 l9_e);

t9_1=-(l9_0);

t9_2=-(l9_0+l9_e);

l9_e >0;

!ITEM 10:

NEW(l10_0 l10_e);

t10_1=-(l10_0);

t10_2=-(l10_0+l10_e);

l10_e >0;
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!ITEM 11:

NEW(l11_0 l11_e);

t11_1=-(l11_0);

t11_2=-(l11_0+l11_e);

l11_e >0;

!ITEM 12:

NEW(l12_0 l12_e);

t12_1=-(l12_0);

t12_2=-(l12_0+l12_e);

l12_e >0;

!ITEM 13:

NEW(l13_0 l13_e);

t13_1=-(l13_0);

t13_2=-(l13_0+l13_e);

l13_e >0;

!ITEM 14:

NEW(l14_0 l14_e);

t14_1=-(l14_0);

t14_2=-(l14_0+l14_e);

l14_e >0;

!ITEM 15:

NEW(l15_0 l15_e);

t15_1=-(l15_0);

t15_2=-(l15_0+l15_e);

l15_e >0;

!ITEM 16:

NEW(l16_0 l16_e);

t16_1=-(l16_0);

t16_2=-(l16_0+l16_e);

l16_e >0;

!ITEM 17:

NEW(l17_0 l17_e);

t17_1=-(l17_0);

t17_2=-(l17_0+l17_e);
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l17_e >0;

!ITEM 18:

NEW(l18_0 l18_e);

t18_1=-(l18_0);

t18_2=-(l18_0+l18_e);

l18_e >0;

!ITEM 19:

NEW(l19_0 l19_e);

t19_1=-(l19_0);

t19_2=-(l19_0+l19_e);

l19_e >0;

!ITEM 20:

NEW(l20_0 l20_e);

t20_1=-(l20_0);

t20_2=-(l20_0+l20_e);

l20_e >0;

OUTPUT:

TECH1 TECH3 TECH4 TECH5 TECH8;

SAVEDATA:

FORMAT IS f10 .5;

FILE IS predicted.dat;

SAVE = CPROBABILITIES FSCORES ;;

Mplus code used for Model 2, Model 4, and Model 6 (with the
complex Q-matrix)

TITLE: !GC -DINA: 20 item , 4 attribute data set.

DATA:

FILE IS responses.txt;

VARIABLE:

NAMES = id time x1-x20;

USEVARIABLE = id time x1-x20;

CLUSTER = id;

CATEGORICAL = x1-x20;

CLASSES = c1(2) c2(2) c3(2) c4(2);

WITHIN = time x1 -x20;

ANALYSIS:
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TYPE=MIXTURE TWOLEVEL RANDOM;

ALGORITHM=INTEGRATION;

ESTIMATOR IS ML;

LINK IS LOGIT;

PROC =4; STARTS =0;

CONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

H1CONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

LOGCRITERION = 0.000001;

RLOGCRITERION = 0.000001;

MCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MCCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MUCONVERGENCE = 0.000001;

MODEL:

%WITHIN%

%OVERALL%

fw BY;

c1 c2 c3 c4 on fw@1;

s | fw ON time;

%BETWEEN%

%OVERALL%

fb BY;

c1 c2 c3 c4 on fb@1;

[s] (1);

fb WITH s;

%WITHIN%

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 1 [0,0,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );
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[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 2 [1,0,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 3 [0,1,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);
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[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 4 [0,0,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 5 [0,0,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);
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[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 6 [1,1,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );
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%c1#2.c2#1.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 7 [1,0,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 8 [1,0,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );
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[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 9 [0,1,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 10 [0,1,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );
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[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 11 [0,0,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 12 [1,1,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);
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[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 13 [1,1,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 14 [1,0,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_1);
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[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 15 [0,1,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );
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%c1#2.c2#2.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 16 [1,1,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

MODEL CONSTRAINT:

!ITEM 1:

NEW(l1_0 l1_e);

t1_1=-(l1_0);

t1_2=-(l1_0+l1_e);

l1_e >0;

!ITEM 2:

NEW(l2_0 l2_e);

t2_1=-(l2_0);

t2_2=-(l2_0+l2_e);

l2_e >0;

!ITEM 3:

NEW(l3_0 l3_e);

t3_1=-(l3_0);

t3_2=-(l3_0+l3_e);

l3_e >0;
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!ITEM 4:

NEW(l4_0 l4_e);

t4_1=-(l4_0);

t4_2=-(l4_0+l4_e);

l4_e >0;

!ITEM 5:

NEW(l5_0 l5_e);

t5_1=-(l5_0);

t5_2=-(l5_0+l5_e);

l5_e >0;

!ITEM 6:

NEW(l6_0 l6_e);

t6_1=-(l6_0);

t6_2=-(l6_0+l6_e);

l6_e >0;

!ITEM 7:

NEW(l7_0 l7_e);

t7_1=-(l7_0);

t7_2=-(l7_0+l7_e);

l7_e >0;

!ITEM 8:

NEW(l8_0 l8_e);

t8_1=-(l8_0);

t8_2=-(l8_0+l8_e);

l8_e >0;

!ITEM 9:

NEW(l9_0 l9_e);

t9_1=-(l9_0);

t9_2=-(l9_0+l9_e);

l9_e >0;

!ITEM 10:

NEW(l10_0 l10_e);

t10_1=-(l10_0);
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t10_2=-(l10_0+l10_e);

l10_e >0;

!ITEM 11:

NEW(l11_0 l11_e);

t11_1=-(l11_0);

t11_2=-(l11_0+l11_e);

l11_e >0;

!ITEM 12:

NEW(l12_0 l12_e);

t12_1=-(l12_0);

t12_2=-(l12_0+l12_e);

l12_e >0;

!ITEM 13:

NEW(l13_0 l13_e);

t13_1=-(l13_0);

t13_2=-(l13_0+l13_e);

l13_e >0;

!ITEM 14:

NEW(l14_0 l14_e);

t14_1=-(l14_0);

t14_2=-(l14_0+l14_e);

l14_e >0;

!ITEM 15:

NEW(l15_0 l15_e);

t15_1=-(l15_0);

t15_2=-(l15_0+l15_e);

l15_e >0;

!ITEM 16:

NEW(l16_0 l16_e);

t16_1=-(l16_0);

t16_2=-(l16_0+l16_e);

l16_e >0;

!ITEM 17:

NEW(l17_0 l17_e);
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t17_1=-(l17_0);

t17_2=-(l17_0+l17_e);

l17_e >0;

!ITEM 18:

NEW(l18_0 l18_e);

t18_1=-(l18_0);

t18_2=-(l18_0+l18_e);

l18_e >0;

!ITEM 19:

NEW(l19_0 l19_e);

t19_1=-(l19_0);

t19_2=-(l19_0+l19_e);

l19_e >0;

!ITEM 20:

NEW(l20_0 l20_e);

t20_1=-(l20_0);

t20_2=-(l20_0+l20_e);

l20_e >0;

OUTPUT:

TECH1 TECH3 TECH4 TECH5 TECH8;

SAVEDATA:

FORMAT IS f10 .5;

FILE IS predicted.dat;

SAVE = CPROBABILITIES FSCORES ;;

B.4 R code generating data for simulation study 2

# load required packages

library(MASS)

library(boot)

# number of respondents

J<-1000

# number of items

I<-20

# number of skills

K<-4
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# Q-matrix

Q <- t(matrix(c(1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,

0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,

0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1),K,I))

rownames(Q) <- paste0("Item", 1:I)

colnames(Q) <- paste0("A", 1:K)

# skill profile patterns

alpha_patt <- as.matrix(expand.grid(c(0,1),c(0,1),c(0,1),c(0 ,1)))

colnames(alpha_patt) <- paste0("A", 1:4)

alpha_patt

# slip and guess

slip <- c(0.192 ,0.260 ,0.119 ,0.291 ,0.143 ,0.182 ,0.237 ,0.209 ,0.134 ,

0.241 ,0.238 ,0.206 ,0.279 ,0.164 , 0.266 ,0.256 ,0.118 ,0.291 ,0.210 ,0.264)

guess <- c(0.201 ,0.242 ,0.263 ,0.122 ,0.230 ,0.186 ,0.119 ,0.117 ,0.174 ,

0.205 ,0.274 ,0.123 ,0.265 ,0.278 ,0.293 ,0.233 ,0.133 ,0.165 ,0.150 ,0.283)

# generate higher -order latent traits at two time points

set.seed (1234)

theta <- mvrnorm(n=J,mu=c(0,0.3), Sigma=matrix(c(1,.8,.8,1),2,2))

# structural model parameters

lambda0 <- c(1.51, -1.42, -0.66, 0.5)

# generate true skill mastery profiles and sample responses

resp <-array(NA , dim=c(J,I,2))

A_all <-array(NA , dim=c(J,K,2))

for (t in 1:2){

# find the prob of respondent j having skill k

eta.jk <- matrix(0, J, K)

for (j in 1:J) {

for (k in 1:K) {

eta.jk[j, k]

<- exp(theta[j,t] + lambda0[k])/(1 + exp(theta[j,t] + lambda0[k]))

}

}

# generate a respondent ’s true skill profile
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A <- matrix(0, J, K)

for (j in 1:J) {

for (k in 1:K) {

A[j, k] <- rbinom(1, 1, eta.jk[j, k])

}

}

# calculate if respondents have all skills needed for each item

xi_ind <- matrix(0, J, I)

for (j in 1:J) {

for (i in 1:I) {

xi_ind[j, i] <- prod(A[j, ]^Q[i, ])

}

}

# generate prob correct and sample responses

prob.correct <- matrix(0, J, I)

y <- matrix(0, J, I)

for (j in 1:J) {

for (i in 1:I) {

prob.correct[j, i] <- ((1 - slip[i])^xi_ind[j, i])

* (guess[i]^(1 - xi_ind[j, i]))

y[j, i] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob.correct[j, i])

}

}

A_all[,,t]<-A

resp[,,t]<-y

}

skill_data <-cbind(A_all[,,1],A_all[,,2])

resp_data <-cbind(resp[,,1],resp[,,2])

B.5 Mplus code for fitting the GC-DINA in

simulation study 2

TITLE: !GC -DINA model for T=2

DATA:

FILE IS responses_t2.txt;
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VARIABLE:

NAMES = x1 -x20 y1 -y20; !list of variables in input file

USEVARIABLE = x1-x20 y1-y20;

CATEGORICAL = x1-x20 y1-y20;

CLASSES = c1(2) c2(2) c3(2) c4(2) c5(2) c6(2) c7(2) c8(2);

ANALYSIS:

TYPE=MIXTURE;

STARTS =0;

ALGORITHM=INTEGRATION;

MODEL:

%OVERALL%

f1 BY;

f2 BY;

c1 c2 c3 c4 ON f1@1;

c5 c6 c7 c8 ON f2@1;

[f1@0];

[f2 *0.5];

f1*1;

f2*1;

f1 -f2 WITH f1 -f2;

[c1#1] (inter1 );

[c2#1] (inter2 );

[c3#1] (inter3 );

[c4#1] (inter4 );

[c5#1] (inter1 );

[c6#1] (inter2 );

[c7#1] (inter3 );

[c8#1] (inter4 );

MODEL c1.c2.c3.c4:

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 1 [0,0,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);
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[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 2 [1,0,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 3 [0,1,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);
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[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 4 [0,0,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 5 [0,0,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);
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[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#1.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 6 [1,1,0,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );
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%c1#2.c2#1.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 7 [1,0,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 8 [1,0,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );
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[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 9 [0,1,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 10 [0,1,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );
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[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#1.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 11 [0,0,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);

[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#2.c4#1% !for attribute pattern 12 [1,1,1,0];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );
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[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_1 );

[x16$1] (t16_1 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_1 );

[x19$1] (t19_1 );

[x20$1] (t20_1 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#1.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 13 [1,1,0,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_1);

[x5$1] (t5_1);

[x6$1] (t6_1);

[x7$1] (t7_1);

[x8$1] (t8_1);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#1.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 14 [1,0,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_1);

[x3$1] (t3_1);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_1);
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[x10$1] (t10_1 );

[x11$1] (t11_1 );

[x12$1] (t12_1 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#1.c2#2.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 15 [0,1,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_1);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);

[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_1 );

[x14$1] (t14_1 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_1 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

%c1#2.c2#2.c3#2.c4#2% !for attribute pattern 16 [1,1,1,1];

[x1$1] (t1_2);

[x2$1] (t2_2);

[x3$1] (t3_2);

[x4$1] (t4_2);

[x5$1] (t5_2);

[x6$1] (t6_2);
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[x7$1] (t7_2);

[x8$1] (t8_2);

[x9$1] (t9_2);

[x10$1] (t10_2 );

[x11$1] (t11_2 );

[x12$1] (t12_2 );

[x13$1] (t13_2 );

[x14$1] (t14_2 );

[x15$1] (t15_2 );

[x16$1] (t16_2 );

[x17$1] (t17_2 );

[x18$1] (t18_2 );

[x19$1] (t19_2 );

[x20$1] (t20_2 );

MODEL c5.c6.c7.c8:

%c5#1.c6#1.c7#1.c8#1% !for attribute pattern 1 [0,0,0,0];

[y1$1] (t1_1);

[y2$1] (t2_1);

[y3$1] (t3_1);

[y4$1] (t4_1);

[y5$1] (t5_1);

[y6$1] (t6_1);

[y7$1] (t7_1);

[y8$1] (t8_1);

[y9$1] (t9_1);

[y10$1] (t10_1 );

[y11$1] (t11_1 );

[y12$1] (t12_1 );

[y13$1] (t13_1 );

[y14$1] (t14_1 );

[y15$1] (t15_1 );

[y16$1] (t16_1 );

[y17$1] (t17_1 );

[y18$1] (t18_1 );

[y19$1] (t19_1 );

[y20$1] (t20_1 );

%c5#2.c6#1.c7#1.c8#1% !for attribute pattern 2 [1,0,0,0];

[y1$1] (t1_2);

[y2$1] (t2_1);
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[y3$1] (t3_1);

[y4$1] (t4_1);

[y5$1] (t5_1);

[y6$1] (t6_1);

[y7$1] (t7_1);

[y8$1] (t8_1);

[y9$1] (t9_1);

[y10$1] (t10_1 );

[y11$1] (t11_1 );

[y12$1] (t12_1 );

[y13$1] (t13_2 );

[y14$1] (t14_2 );

[y15$1] (t15_1 );

[y16$1] (t16_1 );

[y17$1] (t17_2 );

[y18$1] (t18_1 );

[y19$1] (t19_1 );

[y20$1] (t20_1 );

%c5#1.c6#2.c7#1.c8#1% !for attribute pattern 3 [0,1,0,0];

[y1$1] (t1_1);

[y2$1] (t2_2);

[y3$1] (t3_2);

[y4$1] (t4_1);

[y5$1] (t5_1);

[y6$1] (t6_1);

[y7$1] (t7_1);

[y8$1] (t8_1);

[y9$1] (t9_2);

[y10$1] (t10_2 );

[y11$1] (t11_2 );

[y12$1] (t12_2 );

[y13$1] (t13_1 );

[y14$1] (t14_1 );

[y15$1] (t15_1 );

[y16$1] (t16_1 );

[y17$1] (t17_1 );

[y18$1] (t18_1 );

[y19$1] (t19_1 );

[y20$1] (t20_1 );
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%c5#1.c6#1.c7#2.c8#1% !for attribute pattern 4 [0,0,1,0];

[y1$1] (t1_1);

[y2$1] (t2_1);

[y3$1] (t3_1);

[y4$1] (t4_2);

[y5$1] (t5_2);

[y6$1] (t6_2);

[y7$1] (t7_2);

[y8$1] (t8_2);

[y9$1] (t9_1);

[y10$1] (t10_1 );

[y11$1] (t11_1 );

[y12$1] (t12_1 );

[y13$1] (t13_1 );

[y14$1] (t14_1 );

[y15$1] (t15_1 );

[y16$1] (t16_1 );

[y17$1] (t17_1 );

[y18$1] (t18_1 );

[y19$1] (t19_1 );

[y20$1] (t20_1 );

%c5#1.c6#1.c7#1.c8#2% !for attribute pattern 5 [0,0,0,1];

[y1$1] (t1_1);

[y2$1] (t2_1);

[y3$1] (t3_1);

[y4$1] (t4_1);

[y5$1] (t5_1);

[y6$1] (t6_1);

[y7$1] (t7_1);

[y8$1] (t8_1);

[y9$1] (t9_1);

[y10$1] (t10_1 );

[y11$1] (t11_1 );

[y12$1] (t12_1 );

[y13$1] (t13_1 );

[y14$1] (t14_1 );

[y15$1] (t15_2 );

[y16$1] (t16_2 );

[y17$1] (t17_1 );

[y18$1] (t18_2 );
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[y19$1] (t19_2 );

[y20$1] (t20_2 );

%c5#2.c6#2.c7#1.c8#1% !for attribute pattern 6 [1,1,0,0];

[y1$1] (t1_2);

[y2$1] (t2_2);

[y3$1] (t3_2);

[y4$1] (t4_1);

[y5$1] (t5_1);

[y6$1] (t6_1);

[y7$1] (t7_1);

[y8$1] (t8_1);

[y9$1] (t9_2);

[y10$1] (t10_2 );

[y11$1] (t11_2 );

[y12$1] (t12_2 );

[y13$1] (t13_2 );

[y14$1] (t14_2 );

[y15$1] (t15_1 );

[y16$1] (t16_1 );

[y17$1] (t17_2 );

[y18$1] (t18_1 );

[y19$1] (t19_1 );

[y20$1] (t20_1 );

%c5#2.c6#1.c7#2.c8#1% !for attribute pattern 7 [1,0,1,0];

[y1$1] (t1_2);

[y2$1] (t2_1);

[y3$1] (t3_1);

[y4$1] (t4_2);

[y5$1] (t5_2);

[y6$1] (t6_2);

[y7$1] (t7_2);

[y8$1] (t8_2);

[y9$1] (t9_1);

[y10$1] (t10_1 );

[y11$1] (t11_1 );

[y12$1] (t12_1 );

[y13$1] (t13_2 );

[y14$1] (t14_2 );

[y15$1] (t15_1 );
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[y16$1] (t16_1 );

[y17$1] (t17_2 );

[y18$1] (t18_1 );

[y19$1] (t19_1 );

[y20$1] (t20_1 );

%c5#2.c6#1.c7#1.c8#2% !for attribute pattern 8 [1,0,0,1];

[y1$1] (t1_2);

[y2$1] (t2_1);

[y3$1] (t3_1);

[y4$1] (t4_1);

[y5$1] (t5_1);

[y6$1] (t6_1);

[y7$1] (t7_1);

[y8$1] (t8_1);

[y9$1] (t9_1);

[y10$1] (t10_1 );

[y11$1] (t11_1 );

[y12$1] (t12_1 );

[y13$1] (t13_2 );

[y14$1] (t14_2 );

[y15$1] (t15_2 );

[y16$1] (t16_2 );

[y17$1] (t17_2 );

[y18$1] (t18_2 );

[y19$1] (t19_2 );

[y20$1] (t20_2 );

%c5#1.c6#2.c7#2.c8#1% !for attribute pattern 9 [0,1,1,0];

[y1$1] (t1_1);

[y2$1] (t2_2);

[y3$1] (t3_2);

[y4$1] (t4_2);

[y5$1] (t5_2);

[y6$1] (t6_2);

[y7$1] (t7_2);

[y8$1] (t8_2);

[y9$1] (t9_2);

[y10$1] (t10_2 );

[y11$1] (t11_2 );

[y12$1] (t12_2 );
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[y13$1] (t13_1 );

[y14$1] (t14_1 );

[y15$1] (t15_1 );

[y16$1] (t16_1 );

[y17$1] (t17_1 );

[y18$1] (t18_1 );

[y19$1] (t19_1 );

[y20$1] (t20_1 );

%c5#1.c6#2.c7#1.c8#2% !for attribute pattern 10 [0,1,0,1];

[y1$1] (t1_1);

[y2$1] (t2_2);

[y3$1] (t3_2);

[y4$1] (t4_1);

[y5$1] (t5_1);

[y6$1] (t6_1);

[y7$1] (t7_1);

[y8$1] (t8_1);

[y9$1] (t9_2);

[y10$1] (t10_2 );

[y11$1] (t11_2 );

[y12$1] (t12_2 );

[y13$1] (t13_1 );

[y14$1] (t14_1 );

[y15$1] (t15_2 );

[y16$1] (t16_2 );

[y17$1] (t17_1 );

[y18$1] (t18_2 );

[y19$1] (t19_2 );

[y20$1] (t20_2 );

%c5#1.c6#1.c7#2.c8#2% !for attribute pattern 11 [0,0,1,1];

[y1$1] (t1_1);

[y2$1] (t2_1);

[y3$1] (t3_1);

[y4$1] (t4_2);

[y5$1] (t5_2);

[y6$1] (t6_2);

[y7$1] (t7_2);

[y8$1] (t8_2);

[y9$1] (t9_1);
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[y10$1] (t10_1 );

[y11$1] (t11_1 );

[y12$1] (t12_1 );

[y13$1] (t13_1 );

[y14$1] (t14_1 );

[y15$1] (t15_2 );

[y16$1] (t16_2 );

[y17$1] (t17_1 );

[y18$1] (t18_2 );

[y19$1] (t19_2 );

[y20$1] (t20_2 );

%c5#2.c6#2.c7#2.c8#1% !for attribute pattern 12 [1,1,1,0];

[y1$1] (t1_2);

[y2$1] (t2_2);

[y3$1] (t3_2);

[y4$1] (t4_2);

[y5$1] (t5_2);

[y6$1] (t6_2);

[y7$1] (t7_2);

[y8$1] (t8_2);

[y9$1] (t9_2);

[y10$1] (t10_2 );

[y11$1] (t11_2 );

[y12$1] (t12_2 );

[y13$1] (t13_2 );

[y14$1] (t14_2 );

[y15$1] (t15_1 );

[y16$1] (t16_1 );

[y17$1] (t17_2 );

[y18$1] (t18_1 );

[y19$1] (t19_1 );

[y20$1] (t20_1 );

%c5#2.c6#2.c7#1.c8#2% !for attribute pattern 13 [1,1,0,1];

[y1$1] (t1_2);

[y2$1] (t2_2);

[y3$1] (t3_2);

[y4$1] (t4_1);

[y5$1] (t5_1);

[y6$1] (t6_1);
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[y7$1] (t7_1);

[y8$1] (t8_1);

[y9$1] (t9_2);

[y10$1] (t10_2 );

[y11$1] (t11_2 );

[y12$1] (t12_2 );

[y13$1] (t13_2 );

[y14$1] (t14_2 );

[y15$1] (t15_2 );

[y16$1] (t16_2 );

[y17$1] (t17_2 );

[y18$1] (t18_2 );

[y19$1] (t19_2 );

[y20$1] (t20_2 );

%c5#2.c6#1.c7#2.c8#2% !for attribute pattern 14 [1,0,1,1];

[y1$1] (t1_2);

[y2$1] (t2_1);

[y3$1] (t3_1);

[y4$1] (t4_2);

[y5$1] (t5_2);

[y6$1] (t6_2);

[y7$1] (t7_2);

[y8$1] (t8_2);

[y9$1] (t9_1);

[y10$1] (t10_1 );

[y11$1] (t11_1 );

[y12$1] (t12_1 );

[y13$1] (t13_2 );

[y14$1] (t14_2 );

[y15$1] (t15_2 );

[y16$1] (t16_2 );

[y17$1] (t17_2 );

[y18$1] (t18_2 );

[y19$1] (t19_2 );

[y20$1] (t20_2 );

%c5#1.c6#2.c7#2.c8#2% !for attribute pattern 15 [0,1,1,1];

[y1$1] (t1_1);

[y2$1] (t2_2);

[y3$1] (t3_2);
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[y4$1] (t4_2);

[y5$1] (t5_2);

[y6$1] (t6_2);

[y7$1] (t7_2);

[y8$1] (t8_2);

[y9$1] (t9_2);

[y10$1] (t10_2 );

[y11$1] (t11_2 );

[y12$1] (t12_2 );

[y13$1] (t13_1 );

[y14$1] (t14_1 );

[y15$1] (t15_2 );

[y16$1] (t16_2 );

[y17$1] (t17_1 );

[y18$1] (t18_2 );

[y19$1] (t19_2 );

[y20$1] (t20_2 );

%c5#2.c6#2.c7#2.c8#2% !for attribute pattern 16 [1,1,1,1];

[y1$1] (t1_2);

[y2$1] (t2_2);

[y3$1] (t3_2);

[y4$1] (t4_2);

[y5$1] (t5_2);

[y6$1] (t6_2);

[y7$1] (t7_2);

[y8$1] (t8_2);

[y9$1] (t9_2);

[y10$1] (t10_2 );

[y11$1] (t11_2 );

[y12$1] (t12_2 );

[y13$1] (t13_2 );

[y14$1] (t14_2 );

[y15$1] (t15_2 );

[y16$1] (t16_2 );

[y17$1] (t17_2 );

[y18$1] (t18_2 );

[y19$1] (t19_2 );

[y20$1] (t20_2 );

MODEL CONSTRAINT:
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!ITEM 1:

NEW(l1_0 l1_e);

t1_1=-(l1_0);

t1_2=-(l1_0+l1_e);

l1_e >0;

!ITEM 2:

NEW(l2_0 l2_e);

t2_1=-(l2_0);

t2_2=-(l2_0+l2_e);

l2_e >0;

!ITEM 3:

NEW(l3_0 l3_e);

t3_1=-(l3_0);

t3_2=-(l3_0+l3_e);

l3_e >0;

!ITEM 4:

NEW(l4_0 l4_e);

t4_1=-(l4_0);

t4_2=-(l4_0+l4_e);

l4_e >0;

!ITEM 5:

NEW(l5_0 l5_e);

t5_1=-(l5_0);

t5_2=-(l5_0+l5_e);

l5_e >0;

!ITEM 6:

NEW(l6_0 l6_e);

t6_1=-(l6_0);

t6_2=-(l6_0+l6_e);

l6_e >0;

!ITEM 7:

NEW(l7_0 l7_e);

t7_1=-(l7_0);

t7_2=-(l7_0+l7_e);

l7_e >0;
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!ITEM 8:

NEW(l8_0 l8_e);

t8_1=-(l8_0);

t8_2=-(l8_0+l8_e);

l8_e >0;

!ITEM 9:

NEW(l9_0 l9_e);

t9_1=-(l9_0);

t9_2=-(l9_0+l9_e);

l9_e >0;

!ITEM 10:

NEW(l10_0 l10_e);

t10_1=-(l10_0);

t10_2=-(l10_0+l10_e);

l10_e >0;

!ITEM 11:

NEW(l11_0 l11_e);

t11_1=-(l11_0);

t11_2=-(l11_0+l11_e);

l11_e >0;

!ITEM 12:

NEW(l12_0 l12_e);

t12_1=-(l12_0);

t12_2=-(l12_0+l12_e);

l12_e >0;

!ITEM 13:

NEW(l13_0 l13_e);

t13_1=-(l13_0);

t13_2=-(l13_0+l13_e);

l13_e >0;

!ITEM 14:

NEW(l14_0 l14_e);

t14_1=-(l14_0);

t14_2=-(l14_0+l14_e);
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l14_e >0;

!ITEM 15:

NEW(l15_0 l15_e);

t15_1=-(l15_0);

t15_2=-(l15_0+l15_e);

l15_e >0;

!ITEM 16:

NEW(l16_0 l16_e);

t16_1=-(l16_0);

t16_2=-(l16_0+l16_e);

l16_e >0;

!ITEM 17:

NEW(l17_0 l17_e);

t17_1=-(l17_0);

t17_2=-(l17_0+l17_e);

l17_e >0;

!ITEM 18:

NEW(l18_0 l18_e);

t18_1=-(l18_0);

t18_2=-(l18_0+l18_e);

l18_e >0;

!ITEM 19:

NEW(l19_0 l19_e);

t19_1=-(l19_0);

t19_2=-(l19_0+l19_e);

l19_e >0;

!ITEM 20:

NEW(l20_0 l20_e);

t20_1=-(l20_0);

t20_2=-(l20_0+l20_e);

l20_e >0;

OUTPUT:

TECH10;
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SAVEDATA:

FORMAT IS f10 .5;

FILE IS GCDINA_t2.dat;

SAVE = CPROBABILITIES FSCORES;
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Appendix C

R and Mplus Codes for Chapter 6

C.1 Mplus code for the LTA-DINA model

The Mplus code for the LTA-DINA model is the same as the code for the GC-DINA model
in Appendix B.5 except for ANALYSIS and the MODEL syntax for the overall part:

ANALYSIS:

TYPE=MIXTURE;

PARAMETERIZATION = PROBABILITY;

STARTS =0;

ALGORITHM=INTEGRATION;

PROCESSORS = 4;

MODEL:

%OVERALL%

c5 ON c1;

c6 ON c2;

c7 ON c3;

c8 ON c4;

C.2 Mplus code for the longitudinal Rasch model

TITLE: !Longitudinal Rasch model (Andersen ’s model)

DATA:

FILE IS responses_t2.txt;

VARIABLE:

NAMES = x1-x20 y1-y20;
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USEVARIABLE = x1-x20 y1-y20;

CATEGORICAL = x1-x20 y1-y20;

ANALYSIS:

STARTS =0;

ALGORITHM=INTEGRATION;

MODEL:

f1 BY x1@1 x2@ x3@1 x4@1 x5@1 x6@1

x7@1 x8@1 x9@1 x10@1 x11@1 x12@1

x13@1 x14@1 x15@1 x16@1 x17@1 x18@1

x19@1 x20@1;

f2 BY y1@1 y2@ y3@1 y4@1 y5@1 y6@1

y7@1 y8@1 y9@1 y10@1 y11@1 y12@1

y13@1 y14@1 y15@1 y16@1 y17@1 y18@1

y19@1 y20@1;

[f1@0];

[f2 *0.5];

f1*1;

f2*1;

f1 -f2 WITH f1 -f2;

[x1$1 y1$1] (21);

[x2$1 y2$1] (22);

[x3$1 y3$1] (23);

[x4$1 y4$1] (24);

[x5$1 y5$1] (25);

[x6$1 y6$1] (26);

[x7$1 y7$1] (27);

[x8$1 y8$1] (28);

[x9$1 y9$1] (29);

[x10$1 y10$1] (30);

[x11$1 y11$1] (31);

[x12$1 y12$1] (32);

[x13$1 y13$1] (33);

[x14$1 y14$1] (34);

[x15$1 y15$1] (35);

[x16$1 y16$1] (36);

[x17$1 y17$1] (37);

[x18$1 y18$1] (38);
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[x19$1 y19$1] (39);

[x20$1 y20$1] (40);

OUTPUT:

TECH10;

SAVEDATA:

FORMAT IS f10 .5;

FILE IS longitudinal_rasch.dat;

SAVE = FSCORES;
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